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The Preface, or On Method
(a.k.a. notes to a future reader)
PREFACE, OR ON METHOD 
 The architecture of the Cloud has been one of the most important social and technical changes of the 21st century.1 Cloud computing, our newest public utility is an attempt to confront and control cultural risk,3 it has rendered the environment of our exchanges calculable, manageable, seemingly predictable, and most importantly as a new form of capital.4  Cloud computing in its most basic terms is the system of virtualization of data storage and program access into an instantaneous service utility.5 The transformation of computing into a service industry is one of the key changes of the Information Age,6 and its logic is tied to the highly guarded mechanisms of a black box,7 a fully automated architecture machine,8 or more commonly known as the data center.  In 2008, without grand claims of paradigm shifts, virtualization quietly took command. Two important social systems congealed within that year catalyzing the Cloud into the public discourse, a transformation of matters of concern into matters of  
technological success and into our newest utility. On the heels of the US financial collapse, the business community began to quickly restructure their internal managerial practices through the serviceable model of on-demand computing. Secondly, the rise of mobile smart technologies allowed individuals access to increasingly powerful technologies of real-time data storage and application access within the Cloud and offered new means for users to manage mobility, connectivity, and productivity. This seemingly simple moment, the accretion of users into the Cloud, propelled a managerial space that tied large social systems and their data to the hidden mechanisms of massive factories of information9 and gave rise to the industrialization of the data center.    This project positions the Cloud and the data center into the architectural discourse, both historically and materially, through an analysis of its relationship to an emergent digital sublime and how it is managed, controlled and propelled through the obscure typologies of its architecture and images. Through the study of the Cloud and the data center - its relationship to the sublime and the organizational structures of typology, we can  more critically assess architecture’s relationship, both technically and socially, to this new phase of the Information Age.   The challenges within the project for the historian are many. How does one write 
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about a field that is still undergoing sweeping changes, which renders the historical components suspect of their immediate and long-term value? Additionally, how might one write about large scaled system changes that tie individual users, and new modes of subjectivity, to an obscure network of data centers, and it’s proposed technological objectivity? Moreover, how does the architecture of the Cloud as a designed system between users critically frame the data center, and vice-versa?  The project is an attempt to engage these questions and construct a necessary 
ground for the Cloud to enter the architectural discourse. The first section, The Interior (the 
Technological Sublime of the Cloud and the Data Center), highlights the relationship between the user and the data center as a series of techno-social beliefs that are maintained and propelled by the architectural science of the data center; a near perfect feedback loop, that underpins a new form of a contemporary sublime through how it leverages an exchange between belief systems and technical structures. The subchapters of The 
Interior investigates each element of the digital sublime and its reciprocity between the user and the data center: Timelessness into Technologies of the Black Box or Controlled Flow; Scalelessness into Scalability or an Architecture of Moore’s Law; Placelessness into Centralization or the Geopolitics of Site; Risklessness into Security and Redundancy or System Standardization.  The Exterior (or how to read Clouds and Data Centers), works in reverse, an exploration of the actual black-boxed institutional mechanisms that separate the Cloud from the data center. It moves from an analysis of the obscure typologies of the data center to the Cloud. The subchapters of The Exterior include: Being within a Network, Centralization of factors for Data Center Site and for the site of the Cloud; Typologies of the Data Center and the Cloud image; Topology of the interior of the Data Center and the interior of the services of the Cloud. The Program (Or Learning from the Cloud and the Data Center - a.k.a. Notes to 
a Future Architect & Pedagogue) enables shared moments from the The Interior and 
The Exterior to work as operative criticism. This final section importantly frames the contemporary architectural polemic of the automated space of controlled management, and offers a set of discoveries to the architect and pedagogue that warrant their own continued scholarship and discussion. 
On the heels of 
the US financial 
collapse of 2008, 
the Cloud emerges 
as a technology 
for companies to 
restructure their 
internal managerial 
practices, a 
scalable ‘pay-as-
you go’ service 
model. A single 
moment that 
propelled the rise 
of the factory of 
information - the 
data center. 
In the same year, 
new forms of mobile 
technologies, 
smart handheld 
devices, allowed 
individual users 
access to powerful  
applications 
and storage 
possibilities through 
virtualization. 
The Cloud finds its 
two most important 
social systems, 
large companies 
and a large public 
of indiviudals.   
Refer to Cloud, 
Centralizing the 
Term, p.  75
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   user                data center
 constant accessibility (timeless)         --to--    technologies of the black box: controlled flow 
            The regulation of flow of power, air, data, bodies, through 
                 transmitters, dampers, amplifiers.  
                 ((timeless becomes medium of real-time))
  
 infinite archive (scaleless)           --to--    scalability: architecture of Moore’s law 
                  Every design component is measured by its flexibility and ability 
                 to be changed for increased efficiency over an 18-month 
                 technological cycle.  
                 ((scaless becomes scalable architecture))
  infinite mobility (placeless)           --to--    centralization: geopolitics of site
                 Concentration of abundant power, air, data-fiber optic networks, 
                 and tax incentives. 
                 ((mobility & connectivity becomes a centralized site / secret site))
 any eventuality (riskless)           --to--     security & redundancy: system standardization
                 Security systems, physical and digital. Standardization of Human and non-human factors. 
                 Systems of measure, Tiers 1-4
                 ((risk becomes measured system of technological certainty))
ri
  connectivity 
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13[Fig. 01] Diagram isolates the reciprocity between technological beliefs in the Cloud and the design guidelines for the data center.
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Individual Beliefs to Architectural Design Science: Productive Paradoxes
 The Cloud exists as a series of beliefs, which link individuals technologically to 
a potentially infinite archive of information, from any location, and for any eventuality.10 
The Cloud operates through its oscillation between an infinitely atemporal – scaleless – placeless - riskless set of positivist beliefs for the individual user that are conditioned by 
the scientific logic of the architecture of the data center, and vice versa. It is a near perfect feedback loop between a belief system and an architecture machine that can reciprocally 
govern, regulate, maintain and propel each other (refer to fig. 01).11 These terms bordering on cliché, or perhaps just a return of a new form of sublimity within Cloud computing can be matched with the technical means from which it is designed and facilitated. The National Institute of Standards of Technology, the 
governmental regulatory agency responsible for its oversight, defines the Cloud as having the following “5 essential characteristics:” On-demand self-service (construct of time), Broad network access and Resource pooling (construct of place & connectivity), Rapid elasticity (construct of scale), Measured service (construct of risk and standardization).12
  Each of these terms creates specific types of technological systems that operate individually and when combined allow for the total systematicity of the Cloud, an automated means of production that have facilitated the rise of the large-scale industrialization of the information factory, that of the data center.   
Timelessness to Technologies of the Black Box: Controlled Flow The primary component of the Cloud is constructed through the notion of instantaneity, the ability for the user to store and access digital materials at anytime 
technologically. The belief made actual as the files and software that are in the Cloud can be accessed at anytime. Commonly referred to as virtualization,13 or the ability for computing to happen remotely through integrated servers, renders time - timeless, as it transforms it into a manageable and reproducible medium referred to as ‘real-time.’14 Real-time links the event and its transmission through a technological medium with some form of interface, most commonly through a laptop, tablet or smart device; it offers the subject, cast within the industry as a ‘user’ a possibility of control, management and manipulation of time 
The Interior,
Cloud and the Data Center and the Digital Sublime 
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to be at her disposal. Real-time, a central construct within modernity, is tied directly to 
information and communication technologies as a measurable and flexible  transmission medium for the subject, and becomes a renewed part of the public discourse with every emergent type and form.15  The Cloud’s relationship to real-time happens to be different in its ability to instantly transform a public, as a mass of individuals, into ‘dividuals’ 16 or quantifiable bits within units of time. The former dialectic within real-time that neatly tethered individuals into a mass, a single public, via a single notion of time has fundamentally shifted.  This modulation of time at once available to the subject as a medium of real-time also converts digital materials and her patterns of interaction into data simultaneously. “We no longer 
find ourselves dealing with the mass/individual pair. Individuals have become ‘dividuals,’ and masses, samples, data, markets, or ‘banks’.”17 This notion individuates the subject’s relationship with time and usage of the ‘public utility’ into a medium that can be accessed and used, while simultaneously transforms the subject into that same system and binary medium.   “A flexible temporality, on the ability to speed up or slow down product and profit cycles […] time is managed as a resource, not under the linear chronological manner of mass 
production, but as differential factor with reference to temporality of other firms, networks, processes or products. Under such conditions time is not only compressed; it is processed.”18  The construction of real-time and its ideological promise to the subject, of constant 
control, is rendered actual within the data center through the controlled and managed flow 
of four primary units - data, power, air, and bodies (refer to fig. 02).19 These “technological criterion,”20 units that are converted into a controlled efficiency of inputs/outputs are the elements that construct and condition real-time.21 All the major technological systems, 
their standards and protocols aim for a perfect stable continuity of manageable flow of these inputs/outputs. (as described by the Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers, TIA-942 manual). 
 The control and the management of the flow of these four units are made possible 
through the primary sensory technologies of transmitters, dampers and amplifiers (refer 
to fig. 03).22 These technologies fundamental to all sensors, allow mechanization to be transformed into virtualization. Used in conjunction with one another: from sensor into 
a signal – as for the transmitter; deadening or regulating force – damper; the increase 
of power or signal strength – amplifier. They constitute the basic technological control 
The ‘Technological 
Criterion,’ elements 
that flow through 
the data center are 
transformed into 
measurable units 
- data, power, air, 
bodies. 
Able to be 
controlled 
and managed 
technologically, 
they allow 
mechanization to be 
transformed into the 
virtual. 
16[Fig. 03] All the transmitters, amplifiers, and dampers that these inputs / outputs (bodies, air, power, data) must travel through.
17Air is conditioned through the following technologies: air intake louvers plenum-mixing area- filter banks for dust 
removal – mixing coils – cooling coils – condensing coils, misting section and mist eliminator – fans, supply shaft – 
hot/cold aisles with raised floor, perforated tiles – CRAC units – air plenum above – fans, ducts to exterior. 
body
air
power
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systems of flow of all inputs and outputs and are combined in various ways. Their various combinations allow for the management the inputs/outputs, they form individual systems that are layered and integrated: data - cabling system, servers; power - electrical system; air - HVAC system; bodies - security system. 
 The walls, floors, and ceiling within the data center create the most obvious architectural boundaries, most often associated with focusing or dampening the perceptual, physical and environmental forces; these three black box technologies located either within or on either side of the these architectural boundaries and attached to 
specific mechanical systems direct increased amounts of sensory control as they arrive 
to the computer room or described more polemically by the industry as “the floor” 
(refer to fig. 10).23 The spaces and programs of the data center, as with these three black box technologies, each individuated and nested within one another to integrate the architectural spatial arrangement with technological means of full sensory control.  These 
[Fig. 02] Technological Criterion - Inputs / Outputs (bodies, air, power, data). To regulate the flow of all necessary resources, variables are transformed from invisible factors to measurable visible 
ones. The technologies that transform these elements are transmitters, amplifiers and dampers.
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three types of technologies that engage these physical boundaries are built into a feedback loop mechanism that allows the building to become an intelligent environmental machine, able to constantly assess its own inner workings, through the regulation and maintenance 
of flow, and create predictions of any of these four units. This is real-time transformed into an architectural science; it transforms the data center into an automated being, an ontology, able to assess its past, control its present, predict then nudge its future.24  Within this, it literalizes the now canonical - architecture machine.  One of the four primary technological criterion (data, power, air, and bodies), 
the input/output that constructs real-time is the flow of data. It engages the architecture science of design within the data center in the control of interconnected types -- Self-
data, Others-data, and Data-capital.25 Self-data is data from its internal and external environments that it captures and uses to assess, control, maintain and propel its own internal systems. The data center’s self-data allows the building as a machine to constantly assess the machines within, both mechanical and virtual machines, by transforming the ( non-perceptible) environmental forces into data. This type of data enables the production of its own ‘environmental shadow’ a virtual doubling of itself as data that is constantly updated, through added layers of qualitative and quantitative data to increase its opacity and use-value through time.26 Its environmental shadow is a rendering of all the history 
of unit flows into a virtual model of itself that it can constantly update and add on to. 
As it collects a constant stream of data that flows within the air (moisture, humidity, temperature), power (voltage, power distribution), data (inputs, outputs), bodies (security, redundancy, protocols) it also collects external forms of information that could affect all others (real-time weather). Self-data, and the subsequent production of its environmental shadow, is the primary mode it which the data center becomes self-aware, ontological or its own being.  Others data, is the massive base source of inputs / outputs of data transactions from users through the data center, it is the most colloquial way in which we understand the function of the Cloud and the data center as a processing system, for the virtualization of data storage and program access. It allows Cloud-based platforms and services (Gmail, YouTube, Flickr, etc.) to store, process and deliver data to your mobile computing device (PC, laptop, iPad, smartphone) via a broadband Internet connection. While it facilitates companies to store user data through an application it also allows for users to directly store their data through an intermediary provider (Dropbox, iCloud, etc.) and access programs that provide new forms of connectivity through virtualization.27 Others Data is divided into the following serviceable types, a mode in which to capture all possible services as a total 
The flow of data is 
separated into three 
interconnected 
types, Self-data-
Others-data, and 
Data-capital. 
Self-data allows 
the data center 
to be ontological, 
to understand 
itself, collecting, 
measuring, 
predicting, and 
nudging its own 
possible future.
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social-digital market: Software as Service (SaaS), Platform as Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as Service (IaaS), (refer to Typology of the Interior, p 85). The pervasive usage of Cloud computing has led to an explosive growth in stored data and program application usage.“We have generated 1.2 zettabytes of digital information (zettabyte =1 trillion gigabytes or 250bn DVDs) with our tweets, YouTube videos, Facebook status updates, iTunes downloads, 
emails and other data transfers [in a year]. Additionally, there are five billion mobile users worldwide, and over 50bn mobile connections are predicted by 2020 as smart meters and other ‘smart’ devices are added to online networks. The size of the digital world is predicted to continue to increase by a factor of 44 percent by 2020.”28
 Data capital, the flow of data from users that is captured and sold as ‘big data’ to third parties is the production of surplus data as a commodity. Each time a user places 
data in the Cloud, or uses programs within it, their ‘data shadow’ gains figural clarity, functionality and economic value. Small trace forms of data that are extracted from every digital transaction (an accretion from internet sources including credit card transactions, on-line transactions, web browsing, social media updates and emails) now gains a 
significant increase in shadow density and clarity since the increased frequency and amount of information utilized through virtualization. A life is now a “life in the cloud,”29 a constant extraction of capital from all aspects of the individual’s social-digital realm: labor - maintenance of life; work - time spent producing; action - public life.30  Data Capital is the extraction of value from user interests and its conversion it into compound interest. It “…provides a way of ‘harnessing the interests’ of individuals, of utilizing their autonomy rather that seeking to suppress it.”31 Data shadows can be arranged in various ways with other individuals as a form of commodity-accounting available for analysis and predictive patterning. From a managerial vantage point, “As a calculative practice, accounting represents one of the preeminent devices for acting upon individuals and intervening in their lives in an attempt to ensure that they behave 
in accordance with specified economic objectives.”32 The Cloud transforms the individual users of a social system into an endless stream of calculable economic units in real-time. This form of “accounting helps to fabricate and extend practices of individualization and responsibility, and it also serves to establish a mutuality or reciprocity between forms of personal identity and the realm of economic calculation.”33 The Cloud allows the excess of individuals’ everyday social interactions to be converted into a constant stream of surplus capital. 
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Operations Center 
is the space for a 
liminal exchange 
between the 
omniscience of 
a single human 
operator and the 
total processes of 
the architecture 
machine. 
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 Each of these three types of data (Self-data, Others-data, Data-capital) are doubled and stored remotely in another data center (a colocation site) to ensure data redundancy, 
security and most importantly -- constant controlled flow (refer to Riskless to Redundancy: 
System Standardization, pp. 25). While retaining unique and distinct use-values these three types of data create their own feedback loop, between productivity (Others-data & Data-capital) and maintenance of its own internal systems (Self-data). An interconnected interest in data as total ontology that allows the data center to maintain and propel itself.  Spatially the two important thresholds where all data must past through and be split and processed occur within the Telecom Room – a necessary divergence for server processes, and the Operations Center -- necessary convergence for automated human and 
non-human interactive control (refer to fig. 04, 04.5).  The Telecom Room is the main 
funnel source for raw data that is split and routed to the servers. Any single data file is split into dividual bits (patched data) and processed by multiple servers simultaneously, for 
necessary speed, efficiency and security, then reconfigured and transmitted.34 Within the data industry the virtual machine (VM) is the colloquial term for this since multiple servers work in concert with others to carry out single computational tasks. The Operations Center, the one location internal to the building that offers an interactive window for the employee on to the automated interactions of the building’s total processes offers the capacity to track data, provide data visualizations, produce real-time feedback, create predictive analysis, and then effect its possible future.35 The Operations Center is most intimate liminal exchange between the omniscience of the single human operator to interact with the non-human omniscience of the architecture machine, and vice-versa. 
 The next technological criterion that constructs real-time, the flow of power, is the fundamental resource that keeps the pulsating architecture machine satiated, it maintains 
the flow of all others. Data centers within the US currently consume 3% of the total energy, with this, a secure, abundant and diverse energy supply is paramount. Data Centers need to feed off a primary energy type, the least expensive and most abundant source, and have a minimum of two auxiliary power supply systems. These redundant forms of energy are other than its main type, which allows for system resource diversity. A strategy to prevent system catastrophe36 as it can convert three different forms of fuel that are locally stored or widely abundant. For most data centers with their insatiable appetite for cheap power this means their primary power source is generated by fossil fuels (coal, gas), hydroelectric, nuclear energy and renewables (wind, solar) (refer to Being within a Network: Centralizing 
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[Fig. 04] Operations Center: The convergence of all inputs/outputs. The interaction between a omniscience of a single operator and the architecture machine  
[Fig. 04.5] Telecom Room - The divergence of all inputs/outputs. The managed routing of all data to its destination.
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Factors, p. 42).37  The preferred back-up systems for power are diesel generators, a small army of them (2-7 depending on the scale), with internal battery back up rooms for small serviceable interruptions. 
 The one technology that directly regulates and controls the flow of power to the servers is the Power Distribution Unit (PDU). This technology is the power interface between the building’s electrical system and servers, it transforms power mechanically 
and tracks it computationally (refer to fig. 05). The PDU constantly regulates and controls 
the flow of power into the racks of servers and converts it into data that can be accessed through the Operations Room. It allows the operations manger to monitor the power supply to the servers at this contact point in real-time. PDU’s are responsible for the transformation of the power load to the servers and to protect it with its built in circuit 
breaker, a final surge protection. From the management of power to individual servers to individual data centers, the establishment of the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) provides a measure from 
which data centers can compare their energy efficiency; which is the total power used by the facility divided by how much energy is actively used by servers processing data.38 
With alarming findings that on average only 6-12% of the energy used went directly to powering active servers (described as utilization), the rest was used to keep active idling droves of servers and maintaining the rest through the production and management of its environment via HVAC.39 The Cloud has only recently entered into the debate of global climate change, reviving a long time rivalry within modernization through pitting Moore’s law against Jevons Paradox. If Moore’s law governs the expected rate of computing capacity and speed doubling every two years (since 1965). The data center while proving it accurate, 
also highlights two external variables that do not conform to this ‘law’ - a finite input and 
reliance on fossil fuels, and a finite output, the ability to exhaust negative externalities into the environment (refer to Being within a Network: Centralizing Factors, p. 42). Recent awareness and action through increased public advocacy on the energy consumed by data centers and its total cost to the environment coupled with market predictions on the changing politics of fuel resource acquisition have placed pressure on corporations to build 
data centers that are more energy efficient; to utilize more renewable energy resources and to redesign data center systems. The growing complexity of energy politics confronts 
Cloud providers and data centers as a necessary sacrifice of short-term gains for long-term economic viability. As made evident by some cloud providers, most importantly by Google, to start their own energy company, to ensure long-term energy availability and certainty. 
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[Fig. 06.5] Data Center Example, Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA Manuel - 942)
[Fig. 07] Internet Data Center Example, Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA Manuel - 942)
[Fig. 05]Power Distribution Unit (PDA Unit)The location where power is converted mechanically into a virtual machine (VM), in order for it to be managed, and visualized within the Operations Center.
[Fig. 05.5] Computer Room Air Conditioning Unit (CRAC Unit)  The location where air is converted mechanically into a virtual machine (VM), in order for it to be managed, and visualized within the Operations Center. 
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With the global appetite for Cloud Computing subscribing to and propelling Moore’s law, 
this change might not suffice with added levels of energy efficiency if we place any belief 
into Jevons Paradox; which describes that as systems become more efficient their usage increases proportionally, offsetting any potential -environmental- gain. The Cloud’s distanced relationship with the means of production, the information factory of the data center, is rendered blurry by institutional mechanisms that obfuscate its negative externalities (refer to Typologies of Site: Symbol and Image Maintenance, p. 68). 
 The next input/output of controlled flow that facilitates real-time, air, is the central life support system for the health and maintenance of the machines within. The production of air is one of the central functions of the building as an automated machine, to maintain and regulate the machines within, a feedback loop between two non-human systems in dialogue with each other that necessitates an external resource, a constant supply of air. 
While feeding off of the enormous constant flow of energy, the servers produce massive amounts of hot air (average temperature 115°f); a constant flow of cool air (conditioned temperature 64.4-80.6°f) needs to be constructed, distributed and managed.40 As mentioned previously, the architectural boundaries establish concise microclimates, able 
to separate each of these zones with system specificity; it allows the mechanical systems to regulate each individual environment.  The conditioning of air moves from large-scale amounts of air from the exterior and processes it by consistently breaking down to increasingly manageable individual air particles. From the uncertainty of the quality and composition of the air of the exterior, 
the interior transforms the air as a completely controllable medium that first needs to be produced, then circulated to the right location, fed into the system, and then exhausted back to the exterior.41 Within the computer room, servers are separated into rows of hot 
aisles and cool ones [refer to fig. 06.5]. A spatial arrangement that allows air intake, cool air, to enter one side of the servers, and hot air to be ejected on the other side; the separation 
of air into clear hot/cool zones allows for a clearer and more efficient control over the distribution of resources as it makes the air trackable, manageable, and a correctable resource. To aid in the proper measuring, supervising, and correcting, sensors monitor the 
location of temperature, humidity, and airflow (rate of exchange) in the computer room and 
it is monitored in real-time from the Operations Center. These sensors, first dampers then 
amplifiers and transmitters, transform the flow of air from an invisible uncertain potential to the visible resource of certitude as environmental units of data. A specialty form of air conditioning technology designed for the data center, the CRAC unit (Computer Room Air conditioning) maintains the air temperature, air 
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distribution, and humidity within the computer room (refer to fig. 5.5).42 Positioned along the perimeter of the computer room, encircling the servers, CRAC units create a circular feedback loop for the air, they process warm air ejected from the servers and direct 
manufactured cool air under the floor plenum, which finds its way through specifically 
positioned perforated floor tiles and back into the servers. CRAC units allow for the mechanization and production of air and for it to be transformed into data collection; an intimate synthesis of production, management and control of the life support system that combines mechanization and virtualization of the air for machines.  It is the latest version of “Man-made weather”43 by the architecture machine to maintain the virtual machines on an industrial scale. The next technological criterion in the construct of real-time (data, power, air, 
bodies) and most difficult to control, the flow of bodies, in the case of data centers it is the employee and the consultant. Perhaps most importantly, all bodies that enter the data center (as with those that sign up for cloud services) are transformed into legally liable 
bodies through a necessary consent form. The first deterrence is to capture, transform then manage the body as a legal and liable unit through the form of a non-disclosure 
agreement. The body, the most feared and uncontrollable of any unit – the human factor, is transformed into a function of security and unit of system certainty. It allows the human to be transformed into a function of environmental - technological control, as part of its management system. It begins with the numbers of employees, as they are carefully 
reduced to a bare minimum for the systems’ ‘efficiency’ and certainty.44 For the employee 
the banality of machine maintenance is broken down as specific discrete tasks, which 
allows the employee within the data center to be an efficient expert at their specific mechanic job and a means to make knowable if an individual employee ‘error’ or breach of security occurs amongst the following cast of nine positions: system administrator, network administrator, IT security, computer operations, help desk support, server administration, P.C. repair, engineering or data center technician, and janitor. The high degree of employee individuation of tasks also obfuscates complex integrated knowledge of the workings of its systems (integration between building and servers) from being accessible to any single employee, which could pose a potential large-scaled threat. A lesson learned from divisions of labor from at least two generations ago, albeit, the system that the employee is now maintaining is also quantifying her performance in real-time. As she maintains it, the machine assesses her.  All bodies that move through the data center are transformed into intimate dividuals that are trackable, visualizable, and understood in real-time, as they must 
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consistently engage in a combination of biometric scans (typically a series of retinal scans) and key card access to pass through secure locations: the entry, telecom room, backup power rooms, computer room (refer to Typology of the Interior: Regulating Lines, p. 67). The system security tracks bodies through the integration of these two data sets. First, to 
identify that you are the person you claim to be, a capture and verification of the body’s 
uniqueness – literally through the eye of the beholder. Subsequently, by allowing individual bodies, with the appropriate key card, access to the necessary and appropriate locations 
for the task. The key card is linked with a data file that actively maintains both personal and employee histories. Both of these forms of security allow the body’s movement to be captured, stored and analyzed, this data set of the body enables a precise and dense data shadow of the employee.45 The major physical set of thresholds where this data is captured though its security system, is controlled through sets of doors on to described spaces that are equipped with sensors that prevent more than one body from moving through it at a time, a way to technologically individuate, authenticate, and capture the body as a measurable unit. Surveillance, video cameras and motion detection systems augment this data capture of the body and can be compared with other inputs/outputs (data, power, air). It allows operations center to best understand how an individual body, as a measurable 
unit, may have compromised or influenced any other flow while circumscribing the body of the employee within its technological criterion.
Scalelessness to Scalability: Architecture of Moore’s Law  The second component of the Cloud is tied to the individual technological belief 
in an infinite scale. For the subject the belief that one can produce and have access to a boundless sublime archive, that which far exceeds any knowable or imagined limits, a 
technological means of infinite extension (tied to a monthly service fee).46 The archive, once the site for institutional politics and source of the legitimization of bureaucratic power, is turned outward as a public utility.47 Infinite scale allows for a belief that one can increase her historical agency through the accruement of a vast amount of documents for added connectivity (a form of action), productivity (work), and the maintenance of everyday life (labor).48 It provides the possibility for the enlightened subject to extend her memory and accrue data as its own form of cultural and symbolic capital.49 A form of immaterial wealth that confers possible social agency.  The necessary belief of the individual in scalesslessness, as a site of agency is transformed into a science of scalability within the data center.50 Moore’s law which governs the expected growth in computing capacity that doubles every two years is 
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matched by an architecture than can accommodate rapid scalability, also referred to as 
elasticity (refer to fig. 08).51 Architecture often problematized by its inability to adapt to the rapid and constant change of emergent technology is here inverted; the building is designed from the beginning as being a function of expected technological change, it allows 
virtualization to literally take command. The data center first and foremost, as stipulated by the TIA “[…] should be planned to provide for growth and transition to evolving technologies.”52 Through the isolation of the fundamental unit that will constantly change, the design of all architectural systems are then measured around that one, it being the engine at the center of the computer room, the servers. 
 The data center floor is the key construct that allows the architecture to oscillate between its physical and virtual systems and have a consistent scalable measure. Subdivided into a simple grid, with its base unit being the dimensions of its servers, either 19 or 23 inches. It allows all systems to have a common form of measure and identity, relative to its servers, that is rooted in actual physical space and system dimensions. It also becomes a means to in which its virtual systems measures and controls the totality of its environment (described previously as its environmental shadow). In this way the actual 
floor becomes a simple measurable device that operates both physically and virtually (refer 
to fig. 10). All systems must retain flexibility and scalability to accommodate the servers 
as they are constantly being exchanged for more powerful and efficient machines every 24 months.53 All physical architectural systems that engage and enable these servers remain 
ultimately flexible and in functional servitude of the rate of change and scale (i.e. raised 
floor for cabling, floor is perforated for air to circulate, cabling rack above, etc.).54  The success in system scalability, in part, has spurred the actual growth in architectural scope. Since 2008 the growth in demand for Cloud computing services has been matched by growth in architectural scale and massive consolidation for overall system 
efficiency. The trend within new data center constructions, is a radical increase in scale to the status of the mega data center which range from 1 million square feet to 500,000 square feet, able to operate up to 90,000 interconnected servers. The move towards mega-
size allows for system efficiency and processing power of scale to  facilitate economic potential.  The robust bigness has also has bet met with added enthusiasm with the increased 
possibilities in the nanoscale. IBM’s recent finding that “one bit of information can be 
stored in just twelve atoms - a storage system that is 100,000 more efficient than current system.” Propelling the belief that data centers, and bits of the future “will occur on the atomic level.”55 
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[Fig. 08] Moore’s Law  
[Fig. 09] Cloud Market Size, Forrester Research, “Sizing the Cloud” (June 2011)
5/10/13 1:42 PM
Page 1 of 1file:///Users/antoniofurgiuele/Desktop/Transistor_Count_and_Moore's_Law_-_2011.webarchive [Fig. 10] Measure of floor plan, Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA Manuel - 942) 
From the beginning the floor plan, a demarcated grid, allows all designed elements to subscribe to a system that can be converted into a total digital plan. The design of the building from its inception is designed to facilitate its conversion and management into data. CHAPTER 01 / THE INTERIOR / SCALELESSNESS TO SCALABILITY 
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 The interest in infinite scale and its transformation it into a science of scalability perhaps is most poignantly built around the actual scale of growth economically, as it inevitably tries to anticipate and perpetuate demand. As the vice president of Facebook 
exclaimed, perhaps unsurprisingly, “We spend all of our time figuring how to keep up with growth […].”56 It’s architecture delivers certitude as a science that can be scaled with global demand. Often stated, here by a leading architect from Gensler, known for their design 
of data centers, “companies try to build for five to fifteen year growth expectancies. The 
estimates are conservative to protect them from under-building. The trick is to find the sweet spot where your estimates of growth marries with our available capital.”57 The major providers of Cloud services, that battle with this economy of scale include: from 2011 in 
order of their actual scale of profits - Amazon Webservices, Rackspace, CenturyLink/Savvis, Salesforce.com, Verizon/Terremark, Joyent, Citrix, Bluelock, Microsoft, VMware. With a current global market of $40.7 billion dollars in 2011, market forecast project that by 2020 
a $160 billion global annual yield (refer to fig. 09).58 As the market scale falls in sync with Moore’s Law, doubling every two years, the scalability that underlines the architecture of the data center becomes a pure managerial expression of controlled capital. 
Placeless to Centralization: Geopolitics of Site
 Working in tandem with instantaneity and infinite scale for the user of the Cloud, another primary belief that one can access digital materials through the Cloud from any location. The Cloud increases mobility, a form of freedom from being tied to material-digital goods through virtualization because they are rendered as serviceable and attainable from any place, with this, an important feedback loop is created for the subject. Because of the increased immateriality and placeless59 presence of our interactions through the 
digital, a desire is propelled to locate and find a notion of ‘place’ through increased speed and frequency of our social connectivity -- digitally.60 Paradoxical, that to locate oneself physically within the Information Age we bare witness to an explosion of interest in locating oneself amongst a increasing number and frequency of interactions in the Cloud. 
 While placelessness, in the form of infinite mobility for the user, allows increased connectivity with her materials, it blurs the site of ‘labor, work and action’.61 Since the place from which to access ones materials is rendered unimportant, the time and place 
as labor – or the maintenance of life, at the work – or the production of material, in action 
– engagement of political life, are blurred and rendered seamlessly integrated within one another and as non-distinct. As the distinction between the place of the everyday -- as labor, work and action commingle and seem to happen everywhere, they blur and seemingly never actually take place, as they are always already taking every place . 
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 As my attentive reader would assume, we are talking about three notions of place, 
that are all too often conflated; the physical place of the user (mobile place), actual place that the data center occupies (building place), and the place of exchange between users, a shared place (virtual place - rendered actual through the interface). The ability for time to be modulated and individuated allows for a public, as a group of individuals, to access the Cloud as a system for ‘time-sharing’ between users (refer to Being within a Network: 
Centralizing the Term, pp. 42). Perhaps the most desired aspect of the Cloud is for it to 
promote new modes of connectivity, by offering up a shared place for file storage, sharing and access amongst users. The Cloud constructs a technological place for mobile user exchange, a point of contact as mobile as the technology for the user.  The belief and actualization of individual mobility through the technology of the Cloud is only made possible because the data center is located in a highly contested 
geopolitical physical location, a centralized and highly specific place. More succinctly stated, the data center occupies a place that makes individual mobility and placelessness possible. Data centers rely centrally on a handful of known factors for their geographic site 
position. A location that is at the intersection of abundant and constant flows of power (coal, gas, hydroelectric, nuclear, renewables), tax incentives,62 fiber optic infrastructure,63 and a climatically cool and catastrophe-free zone.64 It occupies this specific location as it necessitates a convergence of various stable preexisting technical, governmental 
and environmental systems which include: technical systems – power and fiber optics 
infrastructure; governmental systems – tax incentives, lax environmental regulations and 
enforcement, designated catastrophe free zones; environmental location – abundance of cool air, safe distance from the public and human factors  (refer to Being within a Network: 
Centralizing Factors, p. 42). The data center’s highly contested geopolitical place is a site that itself needs to be managed as a form of public perception; in this way, the ‘place’ of the data center itself is the site of management through a careful consideration of the aesthetic of its architecture and through the construction of images and symbols that circulate and communicate to the wider public (refer to Typologies of the Site: Urban Retrofit, p. 38). Major sponsors and providers of cloud computing necessarily adopt a strategy of obfuscation of the material and political conditions that allow for the Cloud to exist, which only adds to the managerial necessity of a designed aesthetics of images for the larger public (refer to Typologies of the 
Site: Symbol and Image Maintenance, p. 79).  The strategy of aestheticizing and naturalizing the cloud, as a technologically rooted belief allows for a distance, both physical and ideological, from the actual historical and material conditions that take place in the data center and the publics’ imagination. 
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[Fig. 10.25] Latest locations for large scale data centers
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Riskless to Redundancy: System Standardization The next component of the Cloud works in reverse from the rest, it is not premised as a sublime form of technological positivism for the individual in the control of time, 
infinite scale, and infinite mobility -- but premised on risk. Risk being in colloquial terms, the “exposure to, or possibility of loss, injury, or otherwise adverse or unwelcome circumstance.”65 The belief that to negotiate risk it is best to distance your digital materials to the safety and security of the Cloud, an unknowable seemingly immaterial and obscure location, a black box par excellence. Increasingly, ones own data can be best safeguarded away from your own body (at least this is the central claim). If your own small mobile black box -- your personal computer, is subject to the trials and tribulations of everyday risk because of its proximity to your own body and surrounding environment, the one perceived or experienced, it is best to transfer it to a more powerful unknown black box, that of the data center - a site that is rendered placeless and unknown. The increase in risk,66 perceived and actual,67 of ones own environment produces a demand to remove that which is most important, it becomes a managerial necessity for the user to give over to the system of the Cloud, to engage a “life in the Cloud.” Risk is transformed into a designed science as two main types of systems -- security 
and redundancy. While the first, security is split into three main groups, physical, digital, and environmental systems, redundancy is a technological doubling; it is the last system before system failure.68 Regularly used, redundancy ensures a technological ‘there-there’,69 a doubling of the primary systems for air, power and data. For these three groups, risk is negotiated through rendering security into a science and certainty, a transformation of the invisible aspects of these systems into the realm of the technologically visible through a constant “measuring, supervising, and correcting”.70  Environmental security is the constant exchange between building’s mechanical systems and managed and controlled through virtualization. Risk an aspect of the phase of “conceptual design” of data centers allows for 
a science of “future-proofing,” design that takes into account all “what-if” scenarios and transforms them into (presumed) system certitude.71  The physical security, comprised of the personale and the architectural boundaries within the data center are the main regulatory mechanism to deter and capture any physical breach. Security personale are located at key major thresholds for entry, while the architectural layout necessarily individuates rooms, which allow for a clear hierarchical separation of room functions (refer to Typology of the Interior: Regulating Lines, p. 67). Within the computer room, it continues this by employing a ‘lights-out’ strategy72, which is not only is a strategy to decrease the data center’s own energy consumption but as a 
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method to black box perception, to prevent employees from understanding the total system integration of the room.73 Human security is most often understood as the biggest source of risk within data centers and the fewest possible employees are allowed access into the space of machines, as they service each other (refer to Technologies of the Black Box: 
Controlled Flow, p. 14).  Within the data center measured Tiers - 1-4,74 established by the Uptime Institute, institutionalize and standardize forms of security and redundancy. Each Tier offers a mode to measure investment-to-risk architecture, which allows security and redundancy to be rendered into a clear science and placed within economic terms.75 The measure of 
Tiers for major corporations is a cost-risk benefit analysis. Each Tier from 1-4 is met with increased up-front costs, long-term investments and access to different market segments. The major cloud service providers with their need to promote their systems as ‘fail-safe’ to secure major clients are in a perpetual race to increase its security measures to ensure competitive advantage. From Tier 1 being considered ‘Basic’ with no redundancy, with 
99.671% availability, and an annual down time of 28.8 hours; to Tier 4, described as ‘Fault 
Tolerant’ it has a ‘fault tolerant with multiple active distribution pathways,’ with a 99.995% availability and annual down time of 0.4 hours.   Because of the increased consolidation of data centers within the last 3-4 years76 and their explosive growth in size, they also have become increasingly interesting and vulnerable to digital hacking and cyber terrorism. Digital security, a constant game of cat and mouse with regular digital security updates, is a constant industry that needs to be updated to outpace digital threats from outside its physical boundaries.  With a looming threat that a single breach of security or system failure could take down an entire Cloud company, and have ripple effects to thousands of users, reliability “cannot be resolved in a single location regardless of the Tier level, the data is mirrored in multiple locations.”77 
The Cloud and the Data Center and the Digital Sublime 
 As Steve Jobs, one of our cult figures of the digital revolution exclaimed during the debut of the iCloud, “It Just works […]”, it is for most a “[…] hard disk in the sky”78 
(refer to fig. 10.5). The Cloud computing as a public utility service engages the subject as a mystical timeless, placeless, scaleless and riskless virtualized link to a contemporary sublime conditioned by and placed within a feedback loop with the architectural science of the data center. A larger question still stands - how is this importantly different from other technologically sublime utilities in the 20th century? 
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 The Technological Sublime founded as a discourse in the mid 20th century draws from the work previously founded during the Enlightenment period. For Edmund Burke 
the sublime is that which fills the mind and cannot apply reason to it, as he describes, 
“whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain and danger, […] whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror.” 79  The sublime, invoked from within the viewer through overwhelming their sensorial and cognitive faculties was initially associated with shock and awe of natural wonders (Niagara Falls, Yosemite, etc.). With successive stages of industrialization the sublime yielded to the notion of the Technological Sublime, through large scaled systems, able to transform the ‘natural’ into a resource of second nature (Dam, Bridge, Electricity, etc.).  The Technological Sublime contingent on the ability for technologies to be deemed as successful and certain, starting at the small scale of ‘gizmos’ accumulate and are transformed into a large scaled system that exceeds the individual’s ability to cognize, or to make knowable, because of its scale and complexity (a function of the mathematical sublime), and sensorially perceive, because of ability to transform massive forces (a function of the dynamic sublime).80 Examples of the technological sublime abound, often becoming emblematic of ushering in or out each industrial age and forms of energy; from large scaled transportation networks in the 1850s (railroad - steam & coal), public utilities of the 1920s (electricity - gas & oil), to public infrastructure of the 1950s (highways, bridges, dams - hydroelectric & nuclear). They aggregate various small knowable technologies into a series of systemic relationships, which allow for the emergence of large scaled systems to become naturalized and aestheticized, and obfuscates their intimate knowable and observable relationships. This transformation into a grand systematicity is able to subsume or strike fear into the single observer, “a literal eruption of feeling that 
briefly overwhelms reason only to be contained by it”;81 It becomes black boxed, a matter of fact, ensured by multiple technological successes, it is both opaque and obscure while operating at a scale and able to control or convert massive force seemingly without effort.  “The technological sublime has been one of the America’s central ‘ideas about 
itself”, a defining ideal helping to bind to together a multicultural society.”82 It acts a shared social capital and political tool that “[…] when experienced by large groups the sublime can weld society together. In the moment of sublimity, human beings temporarily disregard divisions among the elements of the community.”83 The ecstatic technological positivism embeds itself within various components of our social systems, importantly within our everyday usage of language, the “rhetoric of the technological sublime […] like froth on a 
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tide of exuberant self-regard sweeping over all misgivings, problems, and contradictions.”84 The technological sublime can and is often used as an institutional mechanism to promote a singular understanding of the ‘progress’ of technology while black boxing its negative aspects.  One important difference for the Cloud and the data center is the function of distance and fear, both physical and aesthetic, which underpins other examples of the technological sublime. While the Cloud actively allows for a new level of immediacy for the subject to wield technological controls of modulated time, scale, place or mobility, and risk within their everyday, it instantly converts these interactions into manageable data and then into surplus capital. As one uses it functionally, it converts you into a function of it. Aesthetic and physical distances are instruments within its internal mechanisms of virtualization. While it is functionally an intimate relationship for the user, it physically, technically and ideologically remains distanced and obscured. The extraction of a constant stream of capital from each individual through its usage (with various combinatory possibilities) returns to confront the user as a custom nudge to continue to speed up desires for added control, perhaps unsurprisingly, over time, scale, place (mobility) and risk management.  While the Cloud facilitates a social system of individual users, it is also coupled with the system of objects or “information appliances”85 surrounding our everyday; work equipment and home appliances form an environment of “ubiquitous computing”86 where machines capture and share information about ones social interactions. It is par-excellence the “annihilation of space by time,”87 a feedback loop for the individual within the virtual 
that is made actual, sped up, and then repeated and gazed upon through the flatness of the interface.  From the perspective of the Cloud, human interactions are its ‘natural’ resource.  Without doubt the emergence of the Cloud and the data center become a new automated social and technical life support system in the social, political, economic environment of the Information Age. Through the sublime beliefs that condition the logic of 
the Cloud, a belief in an infinitely atemporal – scaleless – immaterial – placeless – riskless technological individuality are transformed into a design science, an architecture machine that propels them.  The complex logic of the Cloud highlighted by a new form of the digital sublime provides new ways to understand the individual’s relationship to an architecture of the data center, and with it the governance, regulation and maintenance of this new phase of the Information Age.  
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computing to be 
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- non human 
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iCloud debut [June 6th, 2011]
We are planning on demoting your PC & Mac to just be a device, and move the center of your digital life in the cloud. They 
can all talk to the cloud whenever they want. They are pushed down to my devices without me having to think about it.
 
Some people think the cloud is just a hard disk in the sky, we think its way more than that, and we call it iCloud. 
It just works [applause] ... If you don’t think we’re serious about this, you’re wrong. This is our 3rd data center that we just 
completed, it’s in Maiden. It’s as eco-friendly as you can make a data center with modern technology, and we’re pretty 
We’re excited about our customers to start using the iCloud and can’t wait to get it in their hands.
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 If The Interior tied the structure of the Cloud to the architectural science of the data center to better understand the inner workings and foundational relationships that fundamentally shift our notion of the digital sublime through time-scale-place-risk, The 
Exterior works in reverse. It constructs a frame from which to understand how the distance between the Cloud and the data center is necessarily managed, controlled and propelled through the obscure typologies of its architecture and images.
Data Center Conditions, Being within a Network: Centralizing Factors
 If black boxing is “[…] the way scientific and technical work is made invisible by 
its own success. When a machine runs efficiently, when a matter of fact is settled, one need focus only on its inputs and outputs and not on its internal complexity. Thus, paradoxically, the more science and technology succeed, the more opaque and obscure they become.”88  The data center has achieved new levels of technological success, made evident by its public debut and large scaled availability to transform inputs to outputs in 2008 (refer to Being with a Network: Centralizing Factors, p. 42). The introduction of Cloud computing services has ushered in the “industrialization of the data center”89 a transformation of it into the factory of the information age. The increase in levels of technical success has been met with an architectural science and strategies of aesthetic obfuscation.  How is the data center, the architecture machine par excellence, if rooted in a 
specific place, utilize its historical context to contribute to this ‘paradox’? If the data center is “for security reasons […] housed in anonymous buildings and vigilantly protected”90 how has its own historical conditions of context have been rendered into a technology that adds directly to the black box’s opacity?  The explosive growth of the network of data centers fueled by demand for Cloud computing has been met with recent consolidation,91 growth in scale and clustering of major data centers within the last decade.92 While in the US, which hosts approximately 
40% of the worlds data center servers,93 the highest concentration of large scaled data centers in the world (with 1,136) and slightly increasing in the past three years (85 per year), boasts an increase in the amount of square feet, to 18 million square feet (with a 
The Exterior, or How to read a Cloud and a Data Center
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total 509,147 data centers world wide and an estimated 285.8 million square feet94). For each data center “the budget is always mechanically/electrically driven. IT, mechanical, 
electrical and plumbing usually ends up being about seventy-five percent of the project’s 
hard costs, which the rest of the architecture being about twenty-five percent […] that ratio is the inverse of what we would see in a typical commercial construction project.”95 The average costs of a data center ranging from 100 million to 1 billion US dollars (contingent of selected Tier 1-4, site, and scale) and annual projected annual investment towards the new construction within the US is to be $50 billion dollars by 2020 or $220 billion dollars globally.96 The data center, “less a building than a machine for computing,”97 has begun to cluster around strategic sites that rely centrally on a few critical factors that are themselves 
tied to a political and technical geography and fixed environmental resources, they include: 
a preexisting fiber optic infrastructure, constant flow of inexpensive and abundant power, tax incentives, and cool environments within catastrophe-free zones.98 99   Fiber optic cable connectivity, contingent on the location of previously established 
telecommunications routes of the transatlantic and transpacific lines, provides the major artery for the Cloud to move through, the network established originally for the Internet. The privatization of the Internet in 1995 was met with an explosive growth in placement 
of fiber optic routes and establishment of data centers. These fiber optic pathways were established following the Dot.Com boom period between 1997-2001 and sit atop the telecommunications routes established in the 1930s and subsequently in the 1970s. Within 
the fiber optic network not all locations are rendered equal. Direct fiber optic lines between major cities (New York, London, Amsterdam) have a more direct path and therefore a 
higher ability to traffic the speed of pulsating light through its network paths. The more 
turns the fiber optic cable takes and the more fiber optic transfer stations between nodal points slows down overall connectivity and lowers the overall strategic and economic value of the site. Continued research on the increase of the capacity and speed of the 
technology of fiber-optic fibers100 and new connections between cities fuel intercity politics for the latest connection of market growth; with providers vying for exclusive rights to the 
broadband network connectivity to specific regions.101 
 Secondly, data centers currently consume 1.5-2% of the world’s energy (equivalent 
to 30 nuclear power plants), 3% of total power consumption in the US - or roughly 76 billion-kilowatt hours a year, which is expected to triple by the year 2030.102 With the average data center consuming the “[…] same amount of energy as a medium-sized 
The data center 
is “less a building 
than a machine for 
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town,”103 the trade for the ability to make computing serviceable has had large-scaled impact on the environment.   The pervasive growth of the Cloud has fueled environmental concerns that are forming within the public. The primary source of the energy for the 21st  Century’s digital infrastructure of the Cloud is still powered by forms of energy responsible for ushering in the 19th and 20th century technologies, which directly contributes to the “catastrophic levels of global pollution”,104  that are responsible for global climate change. Two percent of the total green house gas emissions have been attributed the IT sector, and of that - one-third directly through data center emissions. The explosive growth in Cloud computing has been met an immediate necessity of corporations to meet current demand through utilizing readily available and abundant forms of fossil fuels.   City municipalities, vying for a constant stream of energy sales and future tax revenues, incentivize corporations to locate their data centers within their county limits. With hopes to spur their own data center tech-boom and revitalize local economies, municipalities with a pre-established broadband network and an abundant energy source often enter into competition with one another through tax incentive offers. Within the last few years, two areas that have received much attention within the US have been Quincy Washington (with 14 corporations and 2.3 million square feet of data centers built in the last 7 years) and Catawba and Caldwell Counties, in western North Carolina that have attracted blue-chip technology companies within the span of 4 years (Apple, Google, Facebook, IBM, WiPro,).105  Tax breaks in both cases include reduction of real estate taxes, property taxes, and incentives on infrastructure upgrades. An estimated saving per company in excess of $200 million dollars over 30 years.106  With the added incentive being located in a secure and safe distance from occupants within rural areas and relatively inexpensive land prices. Further incentives include an abundance of cool air which limits the necessity for the energy expenditure on air conditioning. As no site is perfect, these primary concerns are prioritized, which lends itself to an exacerbating the geopolitical ground of these typologies.  This high concentration of an information network in the clustering of data centers along these few factors runs counter to the previous monumental geographical urban networking from post war II period. President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 was a system approach to tie major and minor American cities, a response to necessarily create a dispersed transportation network of the American 
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manufacturing base; a way to incentivize the dispersion of forms of commodity manufacture across various cities to offset the potential threat that centralization had in the cold war and the age of nuclear age fallout. An important history in the ‘War against the Center.’107 The transportation system, a governmental initiative to influence the private sector was a mode of urban decentralization. The communications system working in parallel ushered in a dazzling array of new technologies that could facilitate longer and longer distances to network the burgeoning development of manufacture between cities. The postwar motivation of US urban decentralization in the 1950s is now met with wave of private corporate attempts for data consolidation, concentration and centralization of 
data centers. If the first attempt was to decentralize the manufacturing and management of commodities, the trend is the past 15 years have been the reverse, to centralize the place of 
manufacture of data, the information factory - the place of machines in specific regions of the emergent ‘Global-virtual-North.’ 
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Urban	  Data	  Retroﬁt	  
Data	  Bunker	  
60	  Hudson	  Street,	  NYC	  	   AT&T	  Long	  Lines	  Bldg.	  	  
at	  33	  Thomas	  Street,	  NYC	  	  
One	  Wilshire	  Blvd,	  LA	  
Switzerland,	  by	  Secure	  Infostor	  AG	  	  Stockholm,	  Sweden	  for	  wikileaks	  
375	  Pearl	  Street,	  
Verizon	  Bldg.,	  NYC	  
	  
Data	  Hotel	  
32	  Ave	  of	  Americas,	  NYC	  	  
Bahnhof	  Pionen,	  White	  Mountains	  of	  Stockholm	  Sweden;	  SmartBunker,	  Lincolnshire,	  UK;	  US	  Secure	  HosTng	  Center,	  Iowa;	  Iron	  Mountain,	  outside	  PiUsburgh;	  Westlin	  
Bunker,	  Montgomery,	  Texas;	  Mountain	  Complex,	  Branson,	  Missouri;	  SpringNet	  Underground,	  Springﬁeld	  Missouri;	  The	  Bunker,	  Newbury	  and	  Kent,	  UK;	  Info	  Bunker,	  Iowa;	  
Cavern	  Technologies,	  outside	  of	  Kansas	  City;	  BasTonHost,	  Nova	  ScoTa;	  PrarieBunkers,	  184	  World	  War	  II	  ammuniTon	  bunkers	  in	  Nebraska.	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Big	  Box	  Data	  
Server	  farm	  	  
Quincy,	  Washington	  	  
Chicago,	  Microso3	  Center,	  2011	  
700,000	  sq’	  
Ashburn,	  Virginia	  –	  Netplex	  
(By	  Digital	  Realty	  Trust)	  
Data	  Stock	  Exchange	  
	  
NYC,	  NASDAQ	  +	  NYSE	  	  
Chicago,	  	  
Philadelphia,	  PHLX	  
	  
Mahwah,	  NJ,	  2011	  
400,000	  sq’	  
Data	  Container	  
high	  frequency	  trades	  	  
1/100	  of	  a	  second	  faster,	  
	  private	  Cloud	  
Modular	  Data	  Center	  	  
(Google	  –	  patent	  2003/(US7278273)	  	  
Sovereign	  Data	  
Data	  Haven	  
Sealand	  (purchased	  by	  Pirate	  Bay)	  
Water-­‐based	  data	  center	  
(Google	  –	  patent	  2008/0209234)	  
Hidden	  Service	  –	  Tor’s	  Onion	  Space	  
Centralized	  –	  Haven	  Co.	  
Decentralized	  -­‐	  Freenet	  
	  
Server	  Sky	  
Sovereign	  Data	  
Data	  Haven	  
Sealand	  (purchased	  by	  Pirate	  Bay)	  
Water-­‐based	  data	  center	  
(Google	  –	  patent	  2008/0209234)	  
Hidden	  Service	  –	  Tor’s	  Onion	  Space	  
Centralized	  –	  Haven	  Co.	  
Decentralized	  -­‐	  Freenet	  
	  
Server	  Sky	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Data Center Typologies: Urban Retrofit, Data Hotel, Data Big Box, Server Farm, 
Sovereign Data, & Data Haven As data centers continue to multiply tethered to a network of others a typological pattern has emerged and with it forms of agency within local architectural historical contexts. This context transformed into an aspect of technology renders the data center often close in proximity, but always opaque and obscure and always a matter of architectural consequence. The sites for data centers fall within a handful of typologies108 because of their 
heavy reliance on so few factors, they include: the Urban Data Retrofit, the Data hotel, Data Stock Exchange, Data Bunker, Data Big Box, Server Farm, Sovereign Data, Data havens. Each 
privilege and uniquely prioritize these fixed and finite site characteristics, described above, 
as being the defining critical factor that it leverages above all others. What underlies each 
of these sites is a politics of place that directly influence the ways in which it constructs, or mimics, the local architecture of its historical context to render opacity and obscurity to the architecture of its black box; it instrumentalizes a pre-existing architectural system of “ugly and [or] ordinary” into an aesthetics of disappearance to produce an architecture machine par-excellence. 
 The ‘Urban Data Retrofit’, first and foremost privileges the preexisting telecommunications infrastructure tethered to an owned parcel of property within a dense urban market. The buildings, and corporations that own them, already located within 
major cities became important sites to retrofit because of their pre-established network connection and the high yield market.  In New York City, most often considered an anomaly because of its mega-size, 
highlights the trend within the US with its retrofits. NYC with 47 data centers along a single corridor off the Hudson river are tightly concentrated between Hudson Street from 
the financial district to Houston Street, which has a direct connection to the transatlantic 
fiber optic network (refer to fig. 11). At the center of this corridor is 60 Hudson Street,109 formerly known as the Western Union Building completed in 1930, originally converted in 1971, it received landmark status in 1991. It is widely described as the “most important carrier hotel in the world”, “a cornerstone in the development if America’s communications infrastructure”;110 32 Avenue of the Americas also known as the AT&T Long Distance Building designed by Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker, the same architects of 60 Hudson 
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Street, was completed in 1932 and converted between 2001-2 by Fox and Fowle Architects; the AT&T Long Lines building at 33 Thomas Street designed by John Carl Warnecke and completed in 1974; 375 Pearl Street known as the Verizon Building completed in 1975 originally for the New York Telephone Company, was purchased by the Taconic Partners 
in 2007 and again by Sabey Data Center Properties in 2011 – it is now called Integrate Manhattan.  While often utterly banal and nothing new, the constant renovations to existing buildings within major cities, especially New York City, because of their high costs for 
construction and real estate values; the Urban Retrofit for data centers epitomize a larger trend throughout the US. These buildings within NYC, two celebrated Art Deco buildings from the 1930s (60 Hudson Street and 32 Avenue of the Americas) and Brutalist buildings from the 1970s (AT&T Long Lines Building and the mediocre Verizon Building), two periods that fall directly within the massive reorganization of the telecommunication 
industry typify other data retrofits in other US cities.111  Art Deco and the Brutalism, two of the dominant architectural aesthetic and ideological trends that coincided with these periods were embraced, as they allowed 
the urban tower to deliver corporate distinction and convey a specific technological and social message through the material and construction technologies in the matter of the building. At the very core of each movement lies an interest to express changes within industrialization, an embracement of new the modes of technological production, albeit, through different architectural languages that were already well-established during their respective time periods. While the importance for these telecommunications companies to have grand semantic communicability, a public presence with a zeitgeistful - 
[Fig. 11] 60 Hudson Street, NYC , 32 Ave of Americas, NYC, AT&T Long Lines Bldg., 375 Pearl Street
Within cities the 
large-scaled 
Urban Retrofit, has 
primarily moved 
into Art Deco and 
Brutalist Buildings. 
Telecom buildings 
from the 1930s 
and 1970s, the 
two time-periods 
that coincide with 
legal and technical 
changes. 
The fiber-optic 
network in the 
1990s was placed 
on top of the former 
telecommunication 
lines which allows 
these buildings to 
have a new life, a 
new technological 
core, within the 
emperor’s old 
clothes. 
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51   [Fig. 11.5] Map of 47 data centers in NYC. List on the sites, right & left,  cites all locations
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architecture alamode - was paramount within the city, the use architecture as a cultural and technological instrument to position itself within and for the public. The introduction of large-scale data centers within cities was met with no architectural distinction, fanfare, or new forms.  Circumscribed within the aesthetic politics and fashions of prior times, the notion 
of the retrofit signaled a moment of corporate continuity, a silent transition of a completely new form of technology of the interior. These existing buildings that had long become ugly or ordinary (Brutalist or Art Deco) urban backdrops. With their landmark status 
confirmed and legitimated, the historical value of the exterior had been transformed into everyday context. Architectural historians are quick to claim even the Brutalist building “[…] blends into its surroundings more gracefully than any other skyscraper nearby”,112 perhaps as a way to assuage a proper tasteful balance of ugly to ordinary for the public. 
This aesthetics of disappearance for the Urban Retrofit was a removal and replacement of the technological organs of the interior and while keeping of the emperor’s old clothes. The 
latest phase in modernization through the virtualization of a public utility fitting within the previous one. The urban contextual fabric is kept in tactic but the core of the interior is literally and conceptually virtual. With its historical value legitimated and turned into context, its now regular internal technological transplants -- occurring every 18-24 months, 
allow it to be the most trafficked if not arguably the most important cluster of urban black 
boxes camouflaged within the existing context. 
 As Gensler, perhaps one of the few recognizable architectural firms that have built a reputation in data center design, states, “within suburban or urban contexts we try to play up the context or play down the scale. Sometimes we do this by screening data and mechanical areas with habitable spaces, and sometimes we have to contribute a larger portion of the budget towards aesthetics to get the building to be sympathetic to its neighbors.” A careful designed strategy of instumentalizing context, “screening” its technical systems with social systems - “habitable spaces”, allows the architecture machine to fade into the background and become part of its unassuming environment.  
 The strategy of the urban retrofit also caters to the ‘Urban Parasite,’ more precisely described as Carrier Hotels, Data Hotels or Colocation Sites. This architectural typology, can lie adjacent to major data centers hubs -- owned by a single corporate entity, to host an accretion of data providers. Programmatically these Urban parasites are able to host multiple corporate and municipal clients within the body of a single building, a mixture 
The Urban Retrofit, 
instrumentalizes 
context, fades into 
the background and 
becomes part of its 
environment. 
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of public Clouds and private ones that literally occupy a co-location.113 In New York City at 111 Eighth Ave, formerly know as the Commerce Building for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, completed in 1932 and designed by Lusby Simpson of Abbott, Merkt & Co., it was purchased by Google in 2010 for $1.9 billion dollars. One of the largest single real-estate transactions in NYC history. Before its recent function of trading serviceable data, the 2,900,000 square foot building that occupies the entire city block, operated as 
a central freight terminal for NYC (refer to fig. 12). The interior now hosts 11 corporate entities that have established their digital centers on this single architectural urban island 
of virtual machines. On the 3rd, 5th, 8th, 14th, 15th floors colocation space, approximately one-quarter of the building, is available for other data providers (Telx, Equinix, and Digital Reality Trust). In Chicago, one of the worlds largest carrier hotels, with a total of 1.1 million 
square feet in the Lakeside Technology Center located at 350 East Cermak, a retrofit of the former site for the Yellow Pages and former Sears Catalog. Converted in 1999, it is currently the “nerve center” for the Chicago Stock Exchange. These two buildings fall within the rubric described above, perhaps as no surprise, buildings both built in the 1930s, one a celebrated and landmarked Art Deco building - 111 Eighth Avenue, tied to the city municipality property holdings; the other, in Chicago from 1930 is tied to the publishing world, a landmarked Gothic revival construction. The trade that these buildings make, for 
being tied directly to major fiber optic connections within an urban core is security, the distance from the human-factor (human constructed threats) that most data centers create through physical distance from urban centers. To offset this, added layers of technological 
[Fig. 12]  111 Eigth Aveune, NYC              Lakeside Technology Center, 350 East Cernak, Chicago
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control through security are added within the interior, and added protocols to secure the environment of the exterior are paramount. 114  ‘Data Stock Exchange’, are data centers sites in proximity to New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia, the three locations in the US with stock exchanges, that have dedicated data 
centers for the financial transactions of their respective stock exchanges. They have a direct 
data connection to the stock exchange and to major trading firms for the added millisecond 
second advantage in securing a direct line unencumbered with pubic traffic and potential 
security threats. The dedicated fiber optic network, most importantly the Hibernia Atlantic, comprised of 24,000km of cable that has the highest bit rate in the world of 8.8 terabytes per second is directly connected to its European other, the London Stock Exchange.115  Within New York City dedicated data centers of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) are now facilitated by a new 400,000 square foot facility in Mahwah, New Jersey, completed in 2012 for approximately $500 million dollars. The new complex has “enough computing 
power to handle every trade on every market in the world,” it is able to traffic 40 gigabytes 
of data per second and hosts the financial industry’s first dedicated Cloud computing colocation facility.116  As it has become the NYSE’s actual trading floor, it also allows 
trading firms and hedge fund companies to lease Cloud computing services in the same facility.117 The other side of Wall Street, the NASDAQ (the major index of technology stocks), has facilities in Carteret New Jersey and a back-up facility in Ashburn Virginia. With the NASDAQ’s 2008 acquisition of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX) it had consolidated its technical operations to its current data centers.118 Beginning in 2011-2 discussion to merge these sites (NYSE & NASDAQ) within a single data center facility has garnished attention and some trepidation within the industry.119 The discussed consolidation of data 
centers, a pressure of Cloud computing and the possibility for added efficiency and speed is coupled with potential catastrophe of having all major east coast stock exchanges in a single automated building.  With 61 percent of the 10 billion shares of stock traded daily within the US, automated trading has ushered in new era of automation that leverages thousands of 
transactions per second to capture fractional difference in stock fluctuation. Algorithmic trading, contingent on the latest in muscular computing power to deliver transaction speed in milliseconds, coupled with pressures for the trading industry to virtualize their internal 
data records has moved the actual trading floor and control of its managerial practices from Wall Street to a single data center 34 miles away on 1600 MacArthur Boulevard 
Wall street is now 
run by a data 
center 34 miles 
away, on one of 
the US’s most 
important and least 
known 
‘Main-Streets.’
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in Mahwah, New Jersey. The nerve center and actual trading floor, keeps intact a stable institutional image of Wall Street, while actually allowing it to occupy a black-boxed data 
center on one of US’s most influential and unknown ‘Main Streets.’  Perhaps the most perfect display of a neurosis of security, the ‘Data Bunker’, allows data centers to occupy an array of ‘catastrophe proof’ and temperate environments 
that are out of sight and out of reach, but firmly fixed in the historical imaginary. While some mines and caves have been repurposed, most have redesigned subterranean nuke-proof constructions from the Cold War years. The architecture made into catastrophe 
proof science is made to withstand every known apocalyptic scenario; it finds its own autonomy of controlled inputs and outputs through not relying on them. These sites, an automated machine in the mountain, formerly to protect various countries most treasured and feared technological arsenals now stockpile the latest troves of highly secretive and 
secure digital databases (refer to fig. 13). The Data Bunkers, epitomized by the twelve that have been made public, include the following: Bahnhof Pionen, White Mountains of Stockholm Sweden; SmartBunker, Lincolnshire, UK; US Secure Hosting Center, Iowa; Iron Mountain, outside Pittsburgh; Westlin Bunker, Montgomery, Texas; Mountain Complex, 
Branson, Missouri; SpringNet Underground, Springfield Missouri; The Bunker, Newbury and Kent, UK; Info Bunker, Iowa; Cavern Technologies, outside of Kansas City; BastionHost, Nova Scotia; PrarieBunkers, 184 World War II ammunition bunkers in Nebraska.120 These bunkers, entombed within a massive amount of dense matter, have a single entry - a blast proof door (approximately 16”-18” thick), and a tunnel infrastructure that allows communication technologies to move through their own designated pathway to a direct connection to power and data.  Beyond their ability to withstand every known human and non-human catastrophe, they are desirable sites because of their constant average ‘natural’ temperature of 55-60 degrees. The surrounding mass becomes its own environmental shell to dampen the heat produced by the servers within and consistently produce a single temperature which, 
[Fig. 13] Swiss fort Knox, Switzerland  / Bahnhof Pionen, White Mountains Stockholm, Sweden / iron Mountain, Boyers, Pennsylvania / Cyberbunker, Kloetinge, Netherlands
Data bunkers 
now stockpile a 
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perhaps ironically, is ideal for computers. This environmental constant lowers the overall necessity to consume power through the manufacture of conditioned air. Its automatic environmental constant commands its own challenges, as it becomes necessary for added technologies to constantly remove moisture, the component within air that is most detrimental to the array of servers. The trade that these data bunkers make for added physical security and temperature control is typically made to its lack of scalability. The 
other difficult design criteria is that the standard spatial diagram of programmatic and 
technical relationships, closely followed as a scientific model of efficiency is necessarily 
reconfigured to account for the existing spatial and technical relationships within the bunker (refer to Typology of the Interior: Regulating Lines, p. 67). 
 For some clients the inability for these sites to receive LEED certification 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Certification), because the US Green Building Council has no provisions or standards for subterranean facilities, becomes a major factor. Growing public concern about the power consumed and pollution produced by data centers, is most quickly quelled by having a source of public legitimatization, which often 
rests on the singular designation of LEED certification. The institutional trade-off, of not 
being able to legitimate themselves as being LEED certified, is offset by the historical and ‘catastrophe proof’ status.  Because of the limited number of these bunkers the value of these highly charged sites becomes proportional to the demand of perceived risk to data security. As external risk increase - perceived and actual, the data bunker’s value increases proportionally. Perhaps most telling are the many clients that have decided to occupy these sites: Clients Wikileaks, wordswithmeaning.org, Marriott Corporation, Wikia, and Pirate Bay.  The reuse of these sites, charged with the historical memory of their original functions lends social and historical capital to the corporations that use them and the data commodities and services they store and produce. While the Data Bunker directly utilizes 
an aesthetics of disappearance, it does not simply use it as a form of camouflage as within 
the Urban Retrofit. It leverages the limited number of catastrophe proof constructions and the feared history to elevate aspects of intimidation within its designed disappearing act.  The common marker of the liminal space between the urban and suburban post war Americana fringe, is also home to the Data Big Box, often epitomized through the building the now famed ‘Decorated Shed.’ The big box, a low cost often prefabricated building type that is easy to construct and can maximize its functionality for the minimum 
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architecture; with added signage scaled to communicate to the passerby at average speeds of 55mph, it imports its communication strategy so the architecture can focus on its functional-economic banality. All to common -- the big boxes landscape of superstores, 
megastores and supercenters, capitalize on the ability to store then traffic a massive surplus of goods and is importantly positioned to be in proximity to large transportation infrastructures. Perhaps looks are deceptive, as what falls in-line with this typology in size and aesthetics has an interior that is the epitome of the ‘well-conditioned environment,’ an architecture machine that can perfectly regulate, maintain and control a surplus of servers, 
while camouflaging itself with the most ordinary of consumable typologies. The mobility of goods, no longer of bulk domestic consumables but of bulk data as a service, moves without the friction of exterior environment as it travels with pulsating light 48” below ground in two directions, towards its urban and suburban markets.  What distinguishes these big boxes, the megastore from the Data Big Box center, is the secure perimeter, the fence, often signaled out as a visual and physical deterrent; therefore in the publics imagination, something that holds a different type of value than the Wal-Mart down the street. While connected in proximity to an urban core, its central market, it has the ability to distance itself from the dangers of dense human factors and grow horizontally, the economic to functional orientation preferred by the data center.  The big box, the most prized of data center types, allows for an actual and 
conceptual middle ground, not having to make extreme sacrifices with site characteristics, it is also able to scale up dramatically and make use of landscape as a mediating element between unstable  human factors.   The site and typology with the largest growth potential within the US, the ‘Server Farm’, reinvigorates our pastoral ideal of the 21st century “machine in the garden.”121  From the transformation of the landscape through successive phases of modernization in the 19th and 20th centuries, our latest phase of industrialization through virtualization via the data center, has found a central resource in America to charge anew, the pastoral as a resource for Cloud computing.  The newly charged “landscape of the psyche”122  instrumentalizes this notion, as it becomes the actual site for a colocation of remote users for machine managed collective connectivity. The Server Farm mediates cultural and environmental uncertainties through the distance and security through landscape. These Server Farms, occupy vast expanses of land in remote areas and take advantage of proximity to an abundant amount of power production (coal, gas, nuclear, hydroelectric), 
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cool air, a catastrophe fee zone distanced from human factors, while still within the vicinity of its urban and suburban markets. The 92 acres of secure perimeter established around the site allow Server Farms as in Quincy, Washington to be now the country’s largest 
unknown but most trafficked virtual landscapes (refer to fig. 14).  Formally known for its potato farming industry, Quincy Washington, between 2006-2008 attracted 14 large corporations to build mega data centers, a total of 2.3 million square feet (Yahoo with 180,000 square feet; Microsoft with 800,000 square feet; Inuit with 240,000 square feet; Sabey with 520,000 square feet; Vantage with 133,000 and recent addition of 235,000 square feet; Dell with 325,000 square feet). The main attraction to the site is the inexpensive hydroelectric power generated by the Columbia River and the Wanapum and Priest Rapids dams operated by Grant County Public utility District (PUD).123 These companies are incentivized with the price of power that is half the country’s average per unit electricity cost at 0.0626 per kW/hr124 and with a 99.999 percent annual average 
reliability of power flow (or an average downtime of 143 minutes a year). To further incentivize and attract data centers to this remote corner of the country and propel a “hope for the future,”125 the Washington State Legislature in 2010 created a temporary sales tax exemption on the purchase of power for data centers.126 With the obsession on power 
efficiency, for every 100 watts of power consumed they still require half of that energy to 
 [Fig. 14] Server Farm, Quincy Washington
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be dedicated to cooling the data centers through the manufacture of air. For this reason new trends in energy conservation and usage of renewables to further increase the data 
center’s economic efficiency, cloud providers have started to make large investments in Iceland, Canada, Finland, Sweden and Switzerland,127 the newest server farm sites. If the building consumes a majority of the energy through servicing its servers, through the production of air, recent trends have shown large growth in new data center construction in artic territories (and notably the highest quality of life);128 emergent trends are in the nascent stages of forming a ‘Global-virtual-North,’129 the newly prized site for the factory of information.   Remoteness, proximity to energy resources, and tax incentives has allowed the 
scale of data center to increase significantly, a pressure to meet market demands. The increase in distance from the location where elements are manufactured, most importantly its servers, from the site of the data center has been the catalyst for new means of production and distribution.  With the industrialization of the data center and development of typologies that have begun to centralize within remote geographical positions, the movement of servers in and out has also required typological reinvention through the means of mass production. To be able to keep constant and work within the rate of technological change, the need 
for an increase in scale of computing power while not inhibiting the flow of data, server design has begun to take advantage of the means of customizable mass production. A 
specialized market in the production of data containers, filled with different amounts and types of servers (most typically 1,160 severs with 250 kilowatts of power usage) 
allow providers to assemble a customized shipping container filled with the latest in computing power in a controlled factory environment, within a minimum space and for 
the least amount of time (refer to fig. 15). Originating from Google’s patent from 2003, Modular Data Center (US7278273) allows the “The intermodal shipping container to be 
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configured in accordance to International Organization for Standardization (ISO) container 
manufacturing standards or otherwise configured with respect to height, length, width, weight, and/or lifting points of the container for transport via an intermodal transport infrastructure. The modular design enables the modules to be cost effectively built at a factory and easily transported to and deployed at a data center site.”130
 Placed within the confines of a pre-established unit that complies with the international shipping container (20 feet and 24,000kg or 40 feet long and 30,480kg) and 
camouflaged with ‘ugly and ordinary’ corrugated steel, it allows a global standard to house the newest commodity, servers, and align itself within the global commodity mobility regulations.131 These data containers now join the 18 million other commodity containers 
that make over 200 million trips annually, except their commodity is first their hardware and secondly the virtualized commodity service they provide. The ease in mobility through containerization can be transported to the site, any site, with relative ease, because it works directly from within the systematicity of global commodity exchange, both legal and technical.   These data containers designed to accommodate the necessary air exchange are themselves a self-contained unit that needs only to be plugged into data center’s power supply, as the servers remain within container. The container, a sealed environment that offers an added layer of security also allows for the least amount of maintenance, as it is continually outsourced to the factory for server repairs and updates; therefore off-site production minimizes the necessity for expert employees within the data center. Speeding up production and lowering the necessity for on-site experts, opens up the opportunity to have a functioning data center within 30 days, then while operational, zero maintenance time as the deliveries of the data containers are phased. As a constant cycling of new servers, available with the latest technologies to be in sync with Moore’s law at a predictable factory made price-point.  Initially the data container serviced military, research labs, and disaster relief 
clients that needed quick forms of mobility often at sacrifice for overall performance. Google writes,  “For example, a military presence may be needed in an area, a natural disaster may bring a need for computing or telecommunication presence in an area until the natural infrastructure can be repaired or rebuilt, and certain events may draw thousands of people who may put a load on the local computing infrastructure.” Google continues, “Often, such transient events occur near water, such as a river or an ocean.” The 
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interest within taking advantage of preexisting structures of mobility, via water, that are “crane-removable” allows the hardware to transverse most territories. Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Dell and Sunn Microsystems have recently begun to develop data containers as products for a large data center market, not reliant on catastrophe, but on the potential catastrophe for not subscribing to the technological changes of necessary speed and economy of scale. Microsoft’s newest data center facility with more than 700,000 square feet on the periphery of Chicago completed in 2011 for approximately $500 million dollars, is the largest facility in the US to take advantage of the data container as their primary unit; a precedent in large-scale data center design that aligns the ‘factory of information’ for users with the factory production of machines.  New forms of mobility within the means of production have highlighted the possibilities to take advantage of mobility to sidestep the geopolitical conditions (both technical and social) within the location of the data center. ‘Sovereign Data’ are speculative data centers, an example of the actual site conditions not being completely politically or economically ideal have allowed the science community to conject upon ‘siteless’ and 
sovereign possibilities that can fill the void where others make some form of sacrifice to territorial constraints. Most importantly, two that take advantage of international ‘siteless’ jurisdictions of water and space and their energetic environmental potential. Google has patented the Water-Based Data Center (US2008/0209234 A) that allows the data center to be kept continuously at sea.132 As Google describes in their patent, “In general, computing centers are located on a ship or ships, which are then anchored in a water body from which energy from natural motion of the water may be captured, and turned into electricity and/or pumping power for cooling pumps to carry heat away from computers in the data center.” It would enable Google to deliver data center services to remote markets where it is currently not feasible, technically or economically, given the current market demands 
or existing infrastructure. While harnessing an infinite source of power, the power 
transformed through the flow of water for server energy usage and as a source of coolant, Google speculates on the never-ending nomadic data center that could move between international legal jurisdictions. A perpetual sovereign and technically autonomous data machine.133  While the project remains conceptual and legally secure but unrealized, the base technologies discussed in wave energy converters and transmission of data are currently in use and quickly becoming successful technologies. In recent years this patent and project 
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has been met with revived wave of enthusiasm.  Another speculative form of ‘Sovereign Data,’ free from the frictions and 
restrictions of the flow of water, has been gaining pubic interest in the form of a ‘Server Sky.’134 The proposal is based on the deployment of thousands (eventually millions) of engineered micron thin satellites in medium orbit as a network of interconnected data centers. The technology employs, “Server -stats [which] are ultra light disks of silicon that convert sunlight into computation and communications.  Powered by a large solar cell, propelled and steered by light pressure, networked and located by microwaves, and cooled by black -body radiation. Arrays of thousands of server -stats form highly redundant computation and database servers, as well as phased array antennas to reach thousands of transceivers on the ground.” The proposal, which radically rethinks the data center’s reliance on geopolitical conditions and earthbound technical constraints. The functions of economy of scale, enclosure, consolidation, that makes data centers work economically and 
efficiency within the single body of building is completely transformed into a celestial one. 
The project comprises filling up of a single layer of orbit with an indefinite number of data centers free from our most ‘immediate’ ecological dangers. With many technical hurdles to overcome, from the avoidance of space debris, long-term radiation damage, many in the science discourse still regulate this conception of the celestial data center to the discourse 
of science fiction and select imaginations of speculative academics.  Sovereign Data, epitomized by the Water based Data Center and the Server Sky, two examples of many and surely more to come. Each subscribes to an aesthetic of disappearance, as they take advantage of unoccupied energetic territories; it importantly leverages an embedded scientism to act as a form of intimidation to the rest of the market. 
These data centers create the potential scientific trump card to corner large markets through the masterful display of frontier technologies, and economic - legal authorship. It doubles as an act of corporate distinction, enabling the potential for Sovereign Data 
machines to allow the corporation with the scientific and institutional means to render itself with a sovereign market potential.  What most poignantly describes the importance of data as a new form of capital and the ability to make use of, or circumvent, existing controls and regulations is the emergence of the Data haven.135  Following the model of tax havens, data havens allow corporations, groups or individuals to have a place that is not subject to national or international laws and jurisdiction, or inversely, to take advantage of an unprecedented amount of rights, protections and privacy laws.136 The epitome of the economic and legal black box for regulated or unregulated data. Data havens fall with a few categories:137 a 
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physical location with weak or non existent data enforcement and extradition laws (hidden service); a physical location with extremely stringent protections on individual data law (centralized); and virtual domain that allows, through technical means via encryption, data to constantly travel between sites (decentralized). These types of data havens, actualized 
versions of tropes popularized through science fiction,138 have been realized through Tor’s Onion Space, HavenCo, and Freenet. 
 Within recent years the value of data havens have significantly increased for dissident groups, illicit data, and public advocates since it was made public that the US government had sifted through large amounts of data in cooperation with US data carriers.139 Through increased legislative powers in the US, initially sanctioned through the USA Patriot Act of 2001, all data stored by US companies (or their subsidiaries) in non-US data centers falls under US jurisdiction.140 Most cloud services, largely built by 
US companies, lends a worldwide possibility for the government to monitor data flows. 
Microsoft was the first company to publicly confirm Patriot Act access to stored data.141  In 
August 2011, Google also confirmed the transmission of large amounts of data to the US government. Intergovernmental cooperation has allowed for the ‘Mutual legal Assistance Treatises,’ which enhance the process of data exchange between countries, “informal relationships between law enforcement agencies […] allow for governmental access to data in the ‘possession, custody, or control’ of cloud service providers over whom the requesting country does not otherwise have jurisdiction.”142 
“Through Patriot Act […] government has authorized official monitoring of attorney-client conversations, wide-ranging secret searches and wiretaps, the collection of Internet and e-mail addressing data […] All of this can be done without probable cause about the guilt of the people searched - that is to say, the usual threshold that must be passed before government may invade privacy has been neutralized. This is an enormous accrual of powers in the administration, which has found itself in the position of having to reassure the public that it can be ‘trusted’ not to abuse these powers. But there have been abuses.”143 The awareness of the wide reaching access into various Cloud providers by the US government has fueled growing privacy concerns amongst the larger public, simultaneously propelled an increased desire for services that are not privy to governmental data omniscience. The Data haven operates through modes of decentralization and centralization to strengthen user anonymity also highlights the actual shifted means of its technical production, towards the production of a haven of invisibility. 
 The typologies Urban Data Retrofit, Data Hotel, Data Big Box, Server Farms, Data Containers, Sovereign Data, and Data Havens all signal a complicit strategy of aesthetics, a  
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politics of historical - material obfuscation, embedding itself with the logic of preexisting systems.  If we position Karl Marx’s analysis of the situated commodity as having a “rational kernel” and a “mystical shell,” the data center has reversed this set of relationships, now being conditioned primarily by the “mystical kernel” and the “rational shell”.144 This simple reversal for the data center warrants an added level of nuanced description since the rational shell also carries a type of mystical function through the way it instrumentalizes 
its context - the ability to create an aesthetic of disappearance through camouflage (Urban 
Retrofit, Data Big Box, Data Container, Server Farm, Data Stock Exchange) and intimidation (Data Bunker, Sovereign Data, Data Havens); the ability to render itself opaque and obscure through the systematicity of preexisting architectural types.  If the means of production had provided the semantic source for how individual buildings were going to communicate on the exterior in the age of mechanization, the 
architectural machine of the data center finds its semantic parallel in the computer itself, in virtualization:  “…whose outer shell has no emblematic or visual power, or even the casings of the various media themselves, as with the home appliance called television which articulates nothing but 
rather implodes, carrying its flattened image surface within itself. […] Such machines are indeed machines of reproduction rather than or production, and they make very different demands on our capacity for aesthetic representation than the relatively mimetic idolatry of the older machinery of the futurist moment, of some old speed-and-energy sculpture.”145 The aesthetic representation of the computer, and that of the data center, 
actively finds ways to not subscribe to the previous paradigm of mimetically producing a machine aesthetic for its external ‘shell,’ but reproducing the systematicity of invisibility through coopting existing architectural black boxes. As “It is immediately obvious that the technology of our own moment no longer posses [or desires] this same capacity for representation.”146 The shift in the aesthetic politics of the exterior, from systems of production to reproduction, and mechanization to virtualization, has rendered the data center architecture’s most important anti-monument. 
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Data Center Topology of the Interior: Regulating Lines
 From the various data center typologies and means in which it actively finds strategies of black boxing itself within existing contexts, the interior houses a single spatial diagram, an ‘ideal’ model from which the spatial and functional relationships are measured and standardized. The data center spatial typology, the spatial, programmatic and technical 
diagram that serves as a flexible model, appropriately and polemically described with the data industry as a ‘topology’ lends itself to a technocratic science of standardization. This fundamental spatial and organizational diagram that all data centers employ is illustrated by the TIA-942 diagram Compliant Data Center Showing Key Functional Areas147 (refer to 
fig. 16). A model of studied data efficiency it allows for plasticity in scale while retaining all functioning relationships. It establishes a clear autonomy of function to individual spaces within a clear technical sequence as a series of nested boxes within one another. The diagram describes the “[…] major spaces of a typical data center and how they relate to each other […] this standard address the telecommunications infrastructure for data center spaces, which is the computer room and it associate support spaces.”148 It separates 
rooms (i.e. entrance room, offices, operations center, computer room) from areas (i.e. main distribution area, zone distribution area, equipment distribution area), or places for precise control and environmental management secured within architectural boundaries (rooms) and areas that serve as technological and environmental transitions and connections 
between them (refer to fig. 18). It is the data center’s own disciplinary nine square,149 an 
articulation between boundaries or structure and space made into an efficient system of 
exchange, and automated environmental system of management (refer to fig. 17).  The room begins with its largest, a secure perimeter of the exterior, an environment 
of enclosure that is both physical and perceptual that aims to build distance and define a knowable and manageable space between the limits of the property and the building. 
Within this first enclosure of site the building shell, which encloses the total interior, works 
in two directions: allowing inputs to be transmitted, dampened, or amplified into outputs - mediating air, power, data and bodies (as described in Technologies of the Black Box: 
Controlled Flow, p. 14). The last box within a box is the inner sanctum, the computer room. Within this series of large boxes, individual rooms with programmatic distinction establish a hierarchy that interlock with one another with only necessary controlled passage.  Entry to the data center (Entrance Room), occurring at the center or at the corner, allows for the centralized distribution of bodies, or in the case of the corner, its minimal 
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interaction with the building. If the number of employees significantly increases, as in the case of data centers that exclusively handle internet providers, the ‘ideal’ plan is split, one building for employees and the other for a safe control of computing, with minimal 
interaction with each other (refer to fig. 07).  This is in contrast for the ‘ideal plan’ for 
the data center that is exclusively for Cloud services, with a significant decrease in the number of required employees; the entrance for bodies in the data center is necessarily separated from all the other inputs and outputs, as they are placed as far apart from the other as possible to prevent system overlap. The space of bodies on the one side (entrance 
and offices), on the opposite side the space for computing (computer room), on the right mechanical and electrical systems rooms and on the left, support and operations rooms. The ‘areas’, managerial zones for data and power cabling, serve to facilitate the transitions between these spaces. It moves from gradations of the least able to automatically control, bodies, to the most technically fragile, the computer room; on the right, the resource inputs, air and power; to the left, data consolidation and management.  
Cloud Conditions, Being within a Network: Centralizing the Term150 151 152  The ideal spatial plan of the data center, a highly regulated arrangement of controlled spaces that integrates mechanization and vitualization into a feedback loop allows the data center to operate as an automated factory of information. An important precursor to this building as a system, in early main-frame computing, had been developed within the discourse of time-sharing within the post War II computing community.  In 1950 a single weather pattern had been importantly transformed into a system of data inputs / outputs, and had fueled a surge in the development of cybernetics. John von 
Neumann and his team developed the first real-time weather prediction with his ENIAC system, spurred continued development of the large-scaled programmable computer, most importantly the emergent discourse of time-sharing systems within mainframe computing. 
Its ability to capture a set of changes within a dynamic set of finite variables was able to convert weather into a medium of large-scale real-time environmental data, its capture, analysis and prediction. Time-sharing, an accretion of individual users tethered to a single shared computing system - a mainframe, here, had found its ideal technical origin and model to pursue. A (dynamically and mathematically sublime) environmental system that could be paired reciprocally with massive real-time inputs from individual users as a mirrored social system. From this moment forward the ground of computing had shifted in scale and in its aspirations to accomplish the “annihilation of space with time” had been 
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sewn. In the years immediately following, time-sharing the foundational techno-social discourse for our now ubiquitous era of the cloud computing begins to galvanize its own faction within the cybernetics community. 
 From 1955 to 1960, a time of significant development in the computing discourse 
was importantly marked by the first introduction of the idea of the Cloud, described then as a computing utility, to the larger pubic. Professor John McCarthy, of the M.I.T. Department 
of Electrical Engineering Department and cofounder of the Artificial Intelligence Lab 
(with Marvin Minksy), first publicly153 described the computer utility within his 1961 M.I.T centennial speech titled “Time-Sharing Computer Systems” as part of a panel on the 
Management and the Computers of the Future (refer to fig. 19).154 At the end of McCarthy’s talk he states, “If computers of the kind I have advocated becomes computers in the future, then computation may someday be organized as a public utility, just as the telephone system is a public utility.” He continues, “Each subscriber needs to pay only for the capacity he actually uses, but he has access to all programming languages characteristic of a very large system. Certain subscribers might offer service to other subscribers. The computer utility could become the basis of a new and important industry.” McCarthy continues, “The 
new application’s that time-sharing will permit will be of as much additional benefit to science and to management […] as the introduction of the stored digital computer in the 
first place.”155 During his presentation he describes in detail the key technical difficulties 
that would need to be surpassed, in the establishment of sufficient storage capabilities, 
a unified computing language, and contingent on continued hardware innovations and processing speed.156 
 The one example that he provides in this final statement, of ways that the “system could develop […] is weather-prediction.”157 The ideal example, the constant mapping of changing environmental conditions, as the largest dynamic set of computable possibilities would allow numerous people to provide data to help form a large real-time data set that could also be simultaneously accessed by the vary many. Weather prediction is offered as the ideal example for the computer utility and as the one catalyst to bring it into fruition. A reciprocity between individual users and individual inputs that could make the parts of the 
computer utility congenial into a system and take form. Seems only fitting that to describe the future of the computer utility McCarthy would end with an example as nebulous as the weather, a source of never ending computational possibilities that is contingent on variables changing over time and on individual users ability to share data and computer 
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“If computers of the kind I have advocated becomes computers in the future, 
then computation may someday be organized as a public utility, just as the 
telephone system is a public utility.”
“Each subscriber needs to pay only for the capacity he actually uses, but he has 
access to all programming languages characteristic of a very large system. Cer-
tain subscribers might offer service to other subscribers. The computer utility 
could become the basis of a new and important industry.”
[Fig. 20] Left to right: Marvin Minsky (Artificial Intelligence Lab), Robert Fano (Project MAC system), Joseph C.R. Licklider (Project Mac system), Fernando Corbato (Compatible Time-Sharing Systems), Jerome Saltzer (CTSS Time-Sharing System), Martin Greenberger (Computation Center)
[Fig. 19] John McCarthy, MIT centennial speech, 1961
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software. To capture the ‘natural’ environment as a system of units would open up the technical possibilities to capture the ‘social’ environment as a set of users. A way for individual users and individual environmental conditions to form reciprocal and contingent systems.   From the initial public announcement of the computing utility as an idea it begins to take form and develop into a discourse in years following 1961 with a series of publications, conferences and technological proofs of concept.158 Amongst the key figures within this period that aided in the transformation of this concept into a computing 
science, McCarthy’s colleagues at M.I.T. -- Marvin Minsky (Artificial Intelligence Lab), Robert Fano (Project MAC system), Joseph C.R. Licklider (Project Mac system159), Fernando Corbato (Compatible Time-Sharing Systems), Jerome Saltzer (CTSS Time-Sharing System), 
and Martin Greenberger (Computation Center) (refer to fig. 20).   From Martin Greenberger’s essay for the Atlantic Monthly from 1964, titled “The Computer of Tomorrow,”160 an important first introduction of the computer utility concept in print to a large popular audience, he proposed such provocations to his reader under the subsection titled ‘The Information Utility:’ “Will the role of information utilities be 
sufficiently extensive and cohesive to create a whole new industry? If so, will this industry consist of a single integrated utility, like the American Telephone and Telegraph, or will there be numerous individual utilities, like Consolidated Edison and the Boston Gas Company?” He continues, “Computation, like electricity and unlike oil is not stored. Since its production is concurrent with its consumption, production capacity must provide peak loads, and the cost of equipment per dollar of revenue can soar.” Greenberger was able to oscillate between his work on time-sharing from within academia, which coalesced in his edited book from two years earlier, Management and the Computer of the Future 
(MIT Press, 1962), to larger popular audiences. This book was the first book to discuss the computer utility, as it was a published proceeding from the M.I.T. centennial talks. 
Greenberger emerged as the key figure between the cybernetic academic discourse on 
time-sharing and the public through his prolific body of writings.161 Greenberger’s texts uniquely circumvent the techno-positivist rhetoric and arguments that are most typical of the others conception of the computer utility at the time, while not fully acknowledging the necessary energy sources that would need to be secured to realize the computer utility for the larger public.  The years following this public formation of the concept were incredibly fruitful, 
both technically and socially, culminating in the first comparative study of various 
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[Fig. xx] D. Parkhill, The Computer Utilities,[1964]
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[Fig. 21] D. Parkill, “The Cahllenege of the Computer Utility” (1964), diagram of nine early computer utilities, pp. 70-71. 
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computer utility systems from academia and the military in Douglas F. Parkhill’s The 
Challenge of the Computer Utility (1966). The first book devoted to an exclusive review of this topic. The book’s focus broadly covers a history of early computing to early computer utilities through emergent possibilities of time-sharing, economic considerations, legal factors, and various speculations both technological and social. The book compares 
the nine existing file-sharing systems: California Institute of Technology, REMOTRAN, QUIKTRAN, KEYDATA, MAC, RAND JOHNIAC, SD Q32, Stanford University, and the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (refer to fig. 21). While he credits the Computer 
Sciences Corporation (REMOTRAN) with being the first computer utility of a “general purpose type”, he remarks that “historians may someday consider December 14, 1964, as 
the day that the computer utility finally came of age,”162 the date that I.B.M. announced its 
QUIKTRAN service; the first publicly available time-sharing system. Parkhill goes on to name the “birthplace” of the computer utility to have come from M.I.T. with its introduction of the Multiple Access Computer (MAC), which began operation in November of 1963.163 At the time the M.I.T. Committee, “[…] recommended a time-shard system computer utility approach based both upon the SAGE technology and upon the Compatible Time Shard System (CTSS) developed by Professor Fernando Corbato and his team as the M.I.T. Computation Center.”164 
 The final section of The Challenge of the Computer Utility offers a rare set of speculations about the social effects of the emergent computer utility that escape much of the positivism that had eclipsed the time-sharing discourse of the 1960s. With added emphasis to the dangers in a “lack of privacy, possible technological unemployment, and opportunities for political control by the few,” he drew much criticism from within his discourse for ending at such unforeseeable “potential dangers”.165 The realization of this “potential” now problematizes the Cloud’s relationship to both the business community and the broader public. These dangers have been the site of the careful design of the architecture machine and of the aesthetics of the image of the Cloud.  From the 1960s with the introduction of the computer utility, the following years were marked with numerous technical, institutional and social ‘successes’, large and small, that were to revolutionize the computing industry and allow for continued development of the large-scaled availability of computing to become the utility we now know as the Cloud. Technically from the low cost and massive scaled deployment of the transistor, to the integrated and development of the microprocessor, we bare witness to the miniaturization 
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and increase in computing processing capability. To the simultaneous projects and institutions which acted as a catalyzing agent for further development, National Aeronautics Space Administration (NASA), and Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) with its Multics Time-sharing system. To the development of new processes, computer languages, disciplinary knowledges within academia, most importantly at M.I.T., Cal. Tech, and Stanford. To the deployment within the business sector, with select companies that offered small scaled time-sharing systems such as GE’s GEISCO, Tymshare in 1966, National CSS in 1967, Bolt Beranek and Newman of 1967.  The resurgence of this notion of the computing utility, gained new interest for the business community in the years just prior to the privatization of Internet in 1995. In the early 1990s telecommunication companies began to offer a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to individual companies to operate through dial-up modems for the virtualization of data and managerial systems. This early usage of computing as a utility also utilized the now ubiquitous cloud symbol as the interface graphic, while not referring directly to it as ‘the Cloud.’ 
 The first significant boom period for the construction of data centers occurs with the privatization of the Internet as it constructed both large scaled technological and social network of individual users. During the Dot.Com period, 1997-2001, companies began to establish a new infrastructure and market demands through the creation of Internet commodities that were housed and facilitated by the emergent data center network. An 
essential component -- the fiber optic network within 5 or 6 years created more than 20 times the required capacity at the time.166 These companies, able to have access to real-time technologies, scalable computing power, remote off-site storage of their data, and secure redundant systems, began to provide a proof of concept to larger markets that the systems employed within the data center could also be utilized as a service by the greater public. The explosive growth period and subsequent bust left the data center network available for new market growth potentials and a possible site for the industrialization of the concept of computer utility services for the larger public. Large corporations during this period leveraged the fallout and initiated a merger frenzy that allowed for media giants (as Time Warner) to join with Internet companies (America Online - World’s largest internet provider as the time), which also proved to fall apart by 2003.167 Wide spread skepticism of such a meteoric boom and bust, fueled cynicism about the actual use-value of the internet as being simply a fad driven marketplace. The network for the Internet that was specialized 
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and used as a utility by these Dot-com companies to create Internet commodities became the actual prized commodity of the Cloud.168  The years following the Dot-com bust, marked by a massive exacerbation and production of risk aided in the transformation of forms of cultural uncertainty into a social system and market form that supported and propelled the Cloud into its own managerial commodity. As discussed above, the period from 1995-2000 provided the techno-social infrastructure, in the subsequent years if found risk management as a prime source of catalyze users towards a new market of the Cloud.  Within the US the escalation of large scaled Terrorist events (9-11), environmental 
catastrophes (Hurricane Katrina of 2005, California wildfires of 2007, Mississippi River 
Floods of 2011, Hurricane Sandy of 2012) and financial catastrophes (Dot-com bust of 
2001, US housing market collapse of 2007, US financial collapse of 2008), had importantly fueled a culture and market interested in risk management and leveraged it into new 
forms of calculable capital (refer to fig. 22).169 As these forms of risk infiltrate and disrupt all sectors of the user’s everyday, labor - work - action, the effects move past national boundaries with increasingly ease. Risk, described by Ulrich Beck is “a systematic way of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself.”170 Beck continues: “The key point is that the industrial system is rendered capable of dealing wit its own unforeseeable future through risk assessments. The revolutionary novelty lay in anticipating a state of the world that does not yet exist and in making this calculable. The completely normal marvel makes it possible to calculate the incalculable - with the aid of accident statistics, by generalizing settlement formulae, and through the generalized exchange principle 
 [Fig. 22] Production of Risk in the 2000s: Terrorism, Environmental, Financial 
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disadvantages for all are compensated with money. In this way, a system of social rules of accountability, compensation and precaution, whose details are highly controversial, created present security in the face of an open and uncertain future. The counter-principle of modernity, which imports uncertainty into every niche of life, is a ‘social contract’ against industrially produced insecurities and damages, stitched together out of public and private insurance contracts which prompts and renews trust in corporations and governments.” (Beck, 2009, pp. 26-27)  The production of risk, both through human-made and ‘natural’ catastrophes, while coinciding with a shift in an economic paradigm, fueled new interest in ways to transform the technical infrastructure of the Internet to modulate and control social uncertainty through data. These forms of risk, emblematic of the 21st century’s ‘Man-Made Weather’ once again found its system of individual users, a potential endless new market of data management. The Cloud became the premiere instrument for “the calculative practices of accountancy […] intrinsic to and constitutive of social relations, rather than secondary and derivative.”171 The Cloud found an advanced techno-social medium from which risk could 
be transferred and commodified as a ubiquitous flexible, on-demand service. A calculable technology to allow users to control through real-time, distances themselves from 
materials through virtualization, that was infinitely scalable (for the right price). On the heels of the economic collapse of 2008 capital had been reinvented, the ability to manage and trade in massive amounts of data had come into fruition, a latest moment of creative destruction had moved the Information Age into a new phase.  If one’s own immediate atmosphere of actual and perceived risk increases it becomes proportional to the demand for Cloud services172 -- physically through terrorism, 
environmental catastrophe, and financial catastrophe; the marketability of this desire became undeniable and potentially limitless because it effects every sector of the everyday. A desire to render increased certitude through the technological medium of the Cloud that could be leveraged and increased, propelled the ‘need’ and belief for a technological service based industry to manage it. Both forms of risk, actual and perceived, had become intimately intertwined through the massive real-time media landscape that had developed through Internet technologies. Perceived risk was able to multiply quickly through the explosion of forms of communication through the Internet and galvanize its interpretive communities. The explosive growth in media outlets was able to increase perceived risk, which indirectly aids to large-scale production of a ‘risk society.’ Perceived risk, or the “[…] use of fear has becomes a widely accepted device for the promotion of a variety of goods. 
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The promotion of fear and propagandist manipulation of information is often justified on the grounds that it is a small price to pay to get a good message to the public.”173 
 In 2008, the US financial collapse signaled a transitional moment for companies and their IT communities, that enabled a restructure of their internal technical - social 
systems to a flexible, scalable service based model, that of the Cloud. It offered the ability to quickly lower their total overhead and operating budgets, through the reduction of long term investments in technology, through outsourcing internal IT departments, their data server infrastructure, company computer programs, and a restructure of internal mid-level managers. Additionally, Cloud services offered new technical means to quantify and control 
the total flow of data in/out of any single company. In 2008, a series of private Clouds became an important catalyst for large public ones in subsequent years, and signaled emergence of the burgeoning service industry. In May of that year, Eucalyptus (Elastic Utility Computing Architecture For Linking For Your Programs To Useful Systems) was released, the open source network from Amazon Web services emerged as the early digital platform to host a series of private clouds. Eucalyptus, a derivative from an earlier system of weather forecasting system, VGrDS (Virtual Grid Application Development Software Project) which was funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) which became their primary computing platform.174  That same year Rackspace, formerly known as Mosso LCC, launched their Cloud services. In Europe, a large-scaled governmental initiative was undertaken with OpenNebula, a European Commission funded project, a platform for private and hybrid clouds. It was only in 2011 with Salesforce.com, IBM Smart Cloud, 
iCloud, emerged to offer large scaled public Cloud services that significantly revolutionized the industry, making it widely available to individual users. By 2011 major carriers had developed their signature cloud services: Amazon (EC2 cloud), Microsoft (Azure), Sun (Sun Cloud), IBM (Smart Cloud + Blue Cloud).  Within this time frame, the years between 2008-2011 the market of Smart Devices (iPhone, Tablets, Ubiquitous Computing Devices) able to take advantage of Cloud computing, allowed for the miniaturization of these technologies, as they required less 
internal storage for applications and user files, it also spurred the increase in the number of 
applications per Smart Device. The user desire for an increase access in infinite real-time, scale, connectivity, mobility and risk management became prime sites to propagate.  Concurrent to the years between 2008-2012, US federal oversight also initiated a series of mandates, laws and regulations from which to govern this new emergent industry, Cloud services & Data Centers, and to consolidate its internal data center network.175  Most 
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importantly with the The Cybersecurity Act of 2012. It was a measure by the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) to facilitate the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI).  A goal to save $2.4 billion dollars in savings by 2015 by closing 1900 of the 3000 US governmental data centers. The news to streamline governmental data into less than half of its data centers and reduce overhaul governmental cost in the management of data during the recession was met as expected, with public enthusiasm, its ability to shrink bureaucratic redundancy and enhance data exchanges within the government. It also raised concerns by civil liberty organizations as it increased technological capacity of the 
government to used increased forms of efficiency as a powerful instrument to potentially pry into the lives of US citizens. 
Cloud Typologies: The Symbol and Image Maintenance. The Cloud as a system of virtualization of data and software storage and access, places necessarily pressure on the function of the image as being the prime site for public’s imagination. Often pointed out as a central paradox, “The promise of a world of clarity and transparency is undone by a reality that modern telecommunications constitute a world that refuses to become visible […] again the modern tries for a transparency through the technology, yet again fails.”176 Repeatedly, the role of the image, as its own technology, 
intervenes to fill this paradoxical void and manage the relationship between technology and the environment. The function of the image is proportional to its systems’ pervasive integration into the everyday (labor, work, action) and how invisible the technology is rendered; for the Cloud the image is central, for the public it is the most material construct of its environment.  The Cloud images are split into discrete types, the symbolic - able to support a 
belief through a figural graphic image, and the functioning image - an image that can serve as an aesthetic managerial device. Each of these image types has different relationships with the subject and the architectural machine that it facilitates.  As the Cloud engages with the modes of representation, it is important to highlight the importance in the selection of the term and symbol of the “Cloud” and “Cloud computing” as it contributes to the linguistic black boxing through the choice of a term that liminally occupies an important mystical place between various disciplines, cultural groups, and belief systems. As various discourses have found relationships to use it symbolically or as a mode of representation, the cloud, now The Cloud has become instrumentalized 
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and commodified as a ubiquitous service industry with the digital era. The term folds various religious and historical connotations and commentary that underpin vast cultural discourses that have already positioned it as a symbolic marker to encapsulate a notion of change, belief and agency. It too shares a sublime otherness because of the way that it 
overlays its symbolic function, a cultural marker as a figure for a belief which is not present, 
and a signifier for actual change, a sign of immediacy and agency.  Most clearly the cloud, as a technological symbol renders a semantic stability for the user. It is the symbol of the Cloud that lies on the interface that is the main visual link to the portal of functions that lie beyond. The symbol of the Cloud within the discourses cybernetics, architecture, and engineering has had particular use values that substantiate its ability to function semantically. The standardization of the representation 
as a notational symbol is the amorphous figure with particular communicative values, 
and has moved from these fields of expertise to the greater public.  Commonly referred to as a ‘revision cloud’, this symbol as a graphic notational device on technical drawings 
represents change and is necessarily numbered (refer to fig. 23). The number within the cloud notation links to the most current drawing, a way to register a sequence of order 
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[Fig. 23] The Cloud notation functions as an active displacement, both symbolic and literal, that the current information lies in the hands of the expert, the information architect, the one that wields both technical and legal authorship. 
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to its history of changes. In this way it indicates to anyone reading the drawing (the user) that some change has happened but the drawing being viewed, the information within the cloud notation, does not hold that updated representation, it exists in another place and can be viewed at another time; the cloud communicates this active displacement. While it prevents a total legibility it signals that the expert, the proverbial ‘information architect’, or the one that controls information, is constantly measuring, supervising and correcting it. The Cloud functions as a displacement (both symbolic and literal) that the current information lies in hands of this expert, the one unseen that wields both technical and legal authorship. 
 A few aspects of the Cloud allow for specific semantic communicability that transforms the cloud, or a symbol for a cloud, into now ubiquitous Cloud. The ground of the symbol, seemingly constructed from a material, a smooth polished metallic backdrop is radially directed to allow light, or arguably any form of temporality to be relative to its center. The Cloud as symbol employs a machine chamfered edge indicative of a controlled machine process of fabrication, the perimeter curved geometry is repeated into the four 
primary arcs that compose the figure of the Cloud. The geometry of its outer boundary composes its inner symbol. An oscillation between that what composes its most outer 
limits and ground, reverberates inward to compose the figure above. The Cloud, empty, 
composed of a simple line drawing allows the viewer to conject and the user to fill up. It actively works as a form of social and symbolic capital that allows the user, with means, to act as mode of digital distinction, that they are within the current techno-cognoscenti. The symbol here, less as a static and one directional type analyzed and then deployed by the ‘Decorated Shed’, here functions to represent the active threshold to link the subject to its digital sublimity and to the social status it confers.   If the Cloud as symbol is its primary image type, as a functional button on the 
interface for the user, the other significant image is a necessary type that can routinely perform social maintenance. The technologically sublime aspects that underpin the Cloud have been met with a growing interest from users and the general public to understand the actual mechanisms of the data center and its negative externalities. From its beginning the images of the exterior and interior were kept guarded and to a minimum as a way to keep a necessary physical, aesthetic and ideological distance from the public. Functionally maintaining its black box status through minimizing the understanding of the historical and material conditions that regulate, maintain and propel the cloud. The large-scale industrialization of the technology and broad social availability has generated a concerted 
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interest to reveal the mechanisms that materially and politically ground its systematicity. Various organizations that stand in-between the user and the publics interest in the Cloud, with institutional means have launched investigative studies, the corporations that create them have responded through ‘image maintenance.’ Concerted campaigns to get infront of the publics’ desires to know about the inner workings of the data center by selectively designing images that directly address the latest set of public concerns and a barrage of advertisements to continue to propel the desire for the services they provide.   After much negative publicity about the pollution generated by Cloud computing and the lack of transparency from major corporations to the greater public, most importantly by reports by the New York Times, Wired Magazine and Greenpeace, the data 
center opened its doors for the “[…] first time-ever report from the floor of a Google data center”177 on October 17th, 2012. Google invited Wired magazine reporter Steven Levy, CBS reporter Michelle Miller, to its facility in Lenoir, North Carolina (a tour led by facility manager, Joe Kava). The visit yielded news articles which are quick to highlight similar talking points, the “visit is the latest evidence that Google is relaxing its black box policy.”178 
All articles also highlight the levels of technical efficiency that the data center had achieved, as being a precedent for others. Within 12 hours, Google opened its virtual doors, online, to eight of its twelve global data centers, with a timeline from 2001 it highlights with dazzling 
imagery “a decade of innovation”, from “highly efficient servers” in 2001 to “transparency” in 2012.  A catalog of images and nuanced messages that directly addresses each popular concern. As one might expect, the catalog of each facility is teeming with color saturated images, and self-guided virtual tours from “street-view”, and views of the “The People”, 
“The Tech” and “The Places” (refer to fig. 23).179 These images, now the most trafficked images of data centers globally, utilize a hypnotic saturation of color and inclusion of surrealist objects. While preventing any real transfer of knowledge of how the data centers 
work, they work centrally on aestheticizing the data center as a form of fictive space that now can propel the individual’s imagination while simultaneously obfuscating its inner mechanics.  The variation of colors used, also allows for the Google to infuse brand identity 
into the space and on to the mechanical and virtual machines, individually codified through their signature colors.  Image maintenance not only reacts as a form of PR (public relations) mechanism, in reaction to emergent concerns within the public while constructing an aesthetics of 
obfuscation, but also responds to a larger “Hype Cycle” (refer to fig. 23).180 A market cycle of changing expectations overtime time to changes in technology, investor and public 
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Google Data Centers, website
[Fig. 23] Google data center website  
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companies that have developed extensive capabilities in managing large data centers are all relatively
new and are all required for the cloud to come to fruition. Some concepts born in the cloud have
begun to take on largely hyped lives of their own. Private cloud computing and platform as a service
(PaaS) are becoming more hyped than the term cloud. As cloud computing continues to move beyond
the pure hype stage and into mainstream adoption, it is important to dig beyond the main cloud term
to the actual ideas and technologies, to dodge the hype and take advantage of the benefits that exist.
As always, once the hype dies down, the true value will arrive.
Table of Contents
The Hype Cycle
This Hype Cycle covers a broad collection of concepts and technologies associated with cloud
computing (see Figure 1). It is the third instance of this Hype Cycle.
Figure 1. Hype Cycle for Cloud Computing, 2011
Source: Gartner (July 2011)
Table of Contents
The Priority Matrix
Most cloud computing technologies and concepts are more than two years from mainstream adoption,
with the exception of certain types of SaaS, such as sales force automation. Many cloud technologies
and concepts will see mainstream adoption in two to five years. Some of the more impactful items
include application platform as a service (aPaaS), virtualization, elasticity and private cloud
computing. Some technologies and concepts (such as cloudbursting/overdraft) will take five to 10
years for mainstream adoption to occur (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Priority Matrix for Cloud Computing, 2010
[Fig. 23] Hype Cicle, Garnder Research, (July 2011)  
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expectations, it is designed around various stages, as Gartner - a technology market 
research firm describes: 
“Technology Trigger - The Hype Cycle starts when a breakthrough, public demonstration, product launch, or some other event generates press and industry interest in a technology innovation.  
Peak of Inflated Expectations - A wave of ‘buzz’ builds and the expectations for this new technology rise above the current reality of its capabilities. In some cases an investment bubble forms, as happened with the Web, social media and cloud computing. 
Slope Enlightenment - Inevitably, impatience for results begins to replace the original excitement about potential value. Problems with performance, slower -than-expected adoption of 
failure to deliver financial returns in the time anticipated all lead to missed expectations and disillusionment sets in. 
Plateau of Productivity - Some early adopters overcome the initial hurdles, begin to experience 
benefits a recommit efforts to move forward. Drawing on the experience of the early adopters, understanding grows about where and how the technology can be used to good effect and, just as importantly, where it brings little or no value.”181 
 Placed within this larger field, Image maintenance, reacts to supposed known market trends within emergent forms of technology. This cycle an accretion of past performances by other unknown technologies is a tool from which to measure the 
specificities of the Cloud’s technical history and future market potential. It registers 
necessary moments in time from which to deliver technical precision to first assuage and then propel public desires to consume through the next designed image, and a form of 
scientific certitude, for potential investors and companies to join the life in the cloud. 
Cloud Topology of the Interior: Software as Service, Platform as Service, and 
Infrastructure as Service The functional interior of the Cloud, in terms of the services it renders, is importantly divided into three major types that can be used singularly or in any combination by users or corporate providers (as stipulated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST).182 Software as Service (SaaS), sometimes referred to as ‘on-demand service’ allows for providers to host software and end users to access 
and store related files, most typically for email providers as in Gmail, but also for access 
to discourse specific types as in CAD Software, Human Resource Management Software, Invoicing. Infrastructure as Service (IaaS), allows for added user digital space for software and application development, storage and access, a form of digital tabula rasa. It allows for 
large file-based storage and is the main source of individual user files that directly placed 
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within data centers. Platform as Service (PaaS) is in-between SaaS and IaaS. While not a 
site for hosting finished products like SaaS, PaaS allows for application developers to access tools for further development of social and mobile web applications. Other types recently developed include - BpaaS (Business Platform as Service) allows for a bundling of platform possibilities tailored for individual business development and management. Desktop as Service (DaaS) the virtualization of a bulk of individual desktops. Back end as Service (BaaS) a model to allow application developers to link their programs to be integrated into 
other network services (refer to fig. 25).   As one might expect all Clouds are the not the same, they are standardized into private, public, and hybrid types. Private Clouds are closed systems for independent corporations, institutions, in contrast to public ones that are available for a monthly service fee. Hybrid Clouds also exist as a many private institutions allow for limited access to the public for their services. A mixture of public, private, and hybrid clouds can exist with a single data center, and often do. Colocation sites, are subdivided spatially and technically to allow for individuated spaces to run these varied types, within inches of each other, each supported by independent cabling but share all other inputs/outputs of air, power, and security.
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Sprint Commerical, 2013 
The miraculous is everywhere, in our homes, our minds, we can share every second as data dressed as 
pixels. A billion roaming photojournalists uploading the human experience, and it is spectacular, so why 
would you cap that. My Iphone 5 can see from every point of veiw, every panorama, the entire gallery of 
humanity. I need to upload all of me, I need [interputs himself ] … no [pause],
I have the right to be unlimited. Only Sprint offers truly unlimited data for the Iphone 5
[Fig. 26] Sprint Commerical, 2013,
Commercial isoaltes the sublimity of the Cloud as a connection to an instanteous - infinite mobile - scaleless - “right” of the subject to take comamnd over their environment. A way for the subject to take full control over their labor - work - action.  
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would you cap that. My Iphone 5 can see from every point of veiw, every panorama, the entire gallery of 
humanity. I need to upload all of me, I need [interputs himself ] … no [pause],
I have the right to be unlimited. Only Sprint offers truly unlimited data for the Iphone 5
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Program, or Learning from the Cloud and a Data Center. 
        (a.k.a. Notes to a future Architect and Pedagogue)
 The final section, Program, or learning from the Cloud and a Data Center 
(a.k.a. Notes to a future Architect and Pedagogue), allows for an extraction of the salient shared moments from within The Interior and The Exterior of the Cloud and the data center to have their own production. Far from being a conclusion, given the importance and newness of the topic, which could be at best - a futurology gone a-rye. The Program locates a series of important discoveries towards the end of my research that warrant added 
focus and conversation. This final section allows for a moment to best understand what is critically learned and what types of polemics emerge for architectural praxis -- for a future architect and pedagogue. 
Architecture Machine  The 21st  century’s most important typology, the data center - the factory of information, facilitated by the emergence of the Cloud and its social system of users, now places pressure on to core of architectural praxis. Not only for the restructure of its 
managerial practices for most architectural firms 184 - in their ability to utilize and develop Cloud services internally, more importantly for how it directly problematizes the creation of a new managerial space for the process of design and education.  The appearance of the Cloud in the spring of 2008 rendered the latent structures within the architectural discourse visible through the technical and social changes it propagates through heightening new modes of instantaneity, scalability, mobility & connectivity, and the management of risk. The shift has created broad institutional changes within the profession, in its business practices, modes of building management 
and production, shifts in terminology, aesthetics and pedagogical structures -- a field of disciplinary changes currently underway that demands much needed discussion and added scholarship. We have entered a moment of increased social anxiety within the profession on how these broad changes can be transformed into disciplinary knowledge; for practitioners and educators to have a critical relationship with this large-scaled change and convert it into new levels of intimacy and control for the design of environments. 
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 The advent of Cloud computing has largely exacerbated the divide in the architectural discourse into two well-known camps, the technophobes and technophiles, often perceived as critical conversations through their blunt extremism. Or those that singularly highlight the negative effects of technology, now of the Cloud, problematizing 
for some, a fleeting perceived ‘origin’ myth, and on the other side those that will only propagate its latest utopic ‘progressive’ ones. The hard left or the hard right seems to garnish the most visibility, understandably they make the topic empathic, their positions sympathetic, highlighting singular matters of concerns and myopically framing the talking points.  The sober centrist that engages the Cloud, perhaps unsurprisingly uses known Modernist methods to transform the Cloud into a ‘problem’, and coverts its technological invisibility into a visible spectacle, a hip form of cultural capital made material without any substantive ethical, political or historical-material ground. An aesthetics of criticality that are unfortunately as weightless as the image that is supports, and as valuable as the sticker price on the magazine it lies within. A form of neo-liberal criticality that too has grown tired, and yes, we will probably continue to consume it because it does allow for the conversation to keep on going. Many of our colleagues are left, sadly, threatened by a perceived loss of agency in the design of environments, a technological determinism, within the now ubiquitous computing environment that the Cloud makes possible. For our technophiles the reciprocity between the Cloud and the data center allows for an important fanatical belief, that all environments can and should be rendered into a system of manageable data. A complete digital gesamtkunstwerk, a total computing environment that captures and combines - the social system of users, systems of objects and architectural environments as a continuous source of manageable data, a never-ending data omniscience for the betterment of society, a ubiquitous panacea.  As you can imagine, the Cloud has been both intoxicating and debilitating.  An important historical moment that critically places this in perspective is best explained through historian Reyner Banham’s notion of the ‘The Great Gizmo.’183 First discussed by Banham in 1965, the great gizmo can both highlight the changing status of the architecture machine and that of the data center. Great gizmos are small types of technology that are intimate, able to be manipulated directly by the user which allow its 
historical-material matter to stay close, knowable and filled with agency. Banham describes them as being technologies that activate and motivate the everyday relationship within the 
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environment - fridges, stoves, cars, outboard motors, cordless shavers, radios, cameras, and 
office chairs, just to name a few. As Banham describes:“[…] a characteristic class of US products - is a small self-contained unit of high performance in relation in its size and cost, whose function is to transform some undifferentiated set of circumstances to a condition nearer to human desires. A minimum of skill is required in its installation and use, and it is independent of any physical or social infrastructure beyond that by which it may be ordered from a catalogue and delivered to its prospective user.”184
 Banham’s analysis places an important emphasis on the intimate relationship that a user has with gizmos (or gadgets) from which one can directly take command over the environment. Throughout the text he describes and highlights the all too often trajectory that these technologies take from being independent, and through continued successes both technical and social, can be integrated into larger systems and embedded 
into infrastructure. A moment that he acknowledges as Siegfried Gideon’s defining contribution, with his study of technology and architecture in ‘Mechanization Takes Command,’ an important catalyst for his own scholarship. For Banham, as gizmos accreate or embed themselves into large systems they create a black box effect, obfuscating and distancing themselves from the user. This process moves technology from its status as an object to propel the user through the environment to becoming an integrated part of the environment itself; it moves from the foreground, as an object, into the background, attached to the enclosure of the environment and then becomes integral to it.  Our most important gizmos are intermediary devices between us and the Cloud, small combinations of sensory technologies composed of transmitters, dampers, 
and amplifiers that allow for mechanization to be transformed into the virtual. While heightening the immediate relationship with the gizmo through accentuating its telepresence, it highlights its ability to transfer information in real-time, have scalability, and allow for new modes of mobility and connectivity. With the emergence of the Cloud and the data center, all gizmos have the possibility of being tethered to an information systamaticity, doubling there functions as a gizmo then transforming the interaction with it into data.   Between 2008-2011 the Cloud called into question the ‘greatness’ of all gizmos, the years that saw the greatest emergence of Cloud computing and smart hand held technologies.  The previous great gizmo now privileges the invisible one, sensory 
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technology and its functional ability to capture and transmit information about its user and environment to the Cloud. Within a system of users, gizmos - now referred to as “information appliances”185 are tied into the processes of the Cloud and into a “ubiquitous computing environment.”186 Our environment filled with small scaled computing sensors that transform the environment into a resource of technological criterion of inputs/outputs. As information appliances (iApps) now privilege the data capture, transmission, visualization of the action being performed, it challenges their primary use-value for its 
secondary one, allowing the user to quantifiably know their experience in real-time and connect with others through it. It highlights the important leap forward in the ‘technology of the self ’, for individuals and individual environments, the ability to constantly access a constant stream of real-time information that renders the invisible interactions of the 
everyday, visible and quantifiable. A way to influence and gain new forms of agency over the self and the environment in the maintenance of life, productivity, and connectivity.  From the vantage point of information appliances, tied into the Cloud, human’s interactions are its necessary main ‘natural’ resource. As an endless supply of social inputs/outputs, an extraction from every aspect of our everyday by making us its serviceable resource. It exists for no other reason, but as a pure managerial space to capture its environment and render it as a stream of bits, inputs/outputs and new form of capital, speeding up the interactions from humans to machines to be seamless as the air that both need to survive.  At the turn of the millennium Intel describes an important aspect of our digital future, which has now found its underlying technosocial infrastructure with the reciprocity of the Cloud and the data center: “Computing, not computer will characterize the next era of the computer age. The critical focus in the very near future will be on the ubiquitous access to pervasive and largely invisible computing resources. A continuum of information processing devices ranging from microscopic embedded devices to giant server farms will be woven together with a communication fabric that integrates all of todays’ networks with networks of the future. 
Adaptive software will be self-organizing, self-configuring, robust and renewable. At every level and in every conceivable environment, computing will be fully integrated with our daily lives.”187 If the gizmo, necessarily was the site of agency in the beginning of the cybernetic age for Banham and others to technologically confront ‘all that is solid from melting into air (or environment),188 it is time to shed our melancholy for the possibilities for the late great 
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gizmo, morn its loss, and find new technological relationship with the systamaticity of the Cloud.189 A Cloud that will loom large, remain into the foreseeable future, and continue to exert pressure on to anyone and anything that designs environments. A series of other strategies for praxis will necessarily need to be developed for a critical relationship of technological agency within our era of Cloud computing.  Underlying these technologies, as with the data center, are three primary elements that transform mechanical energy into virtual bits - the transmitter, the damper, and the 
amplifier. A necessary question would be how could we engage the new system of objects 
through its own terms to find technological immediacy and intimacy with these sensory 
technologies? How can architecture find a critical relationship with its environment through utilizing these technologies? A few strategies become most valuable when working with and within these measured and controlled technologies, understanding their 
embedded limits: noise / transmission; slowness / damper; speed / amplification. By first 
controlling how the modulation of data works by finding strategies for our own invisibility within it. A controlled invisibility not only signals our ability to reengage the environment, but to gain critical relationship with this new technical system of virtualization. Strategies already employed by the information architect par excellence, the hacker, need to be reimagined through the design of environments now by the architect and her information; strategies that can operate materially and virtually, or through processes of mechanization 
or virtualization. These three notions allow for the ability to be camouflaged or blurred within the system of data through intimacy and control of the element that liminally establishes its threshold.  Architecture responsible for the physical enclosure of environments, demarcating the limits of the interior and the exterior, becomes the prime site for ubiquitous computing to capture both simultaneously. Architecture will necessarily respond to this condition increasingly the possibilities, technically and formally, to maximize its ability to capture and transmit data. A new era of digital functionalism, a pressure of added economic and social ‘value’, for architecture to accommodate and facilitate our ubiquitous computing environment has surely arrived; an architecture in functional servitude to its technological criterion, maximizing the number, speed and type of data inputs / outputs from the environment - the air, power, data, bodies - that it can capture. Then, in turn, developing a feedback loop using this data to transform the physical and perceptual space to heighten 
the ‘efficiency’ of the managerial controls to perform on its own inputs/outputs. As this 
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desire for digital functionalism develops, new ways to learn from the design of data centers, the premiere building type of an automated functionalism will surely deepen. Other typologies that rely on the design of space through the capture data inputs/outputs, most importantly in the behavioral patterns of bodies, will become increasingly important precedents, most importantly in casinos and laboratories. Another project, to revisit ‘Learning from Las Vegas’, from the ways in which its casinos create a feedback-loop between its data collection and design of a total human-machine conditioned environment would happily allow the late 1960s schism between the semantic camp (via Robert Venturi & Denise Scott-Brown) and the technological camps (via Reyner Banham) to move 
forward and find a productive middle ground.  These typologies, that of the casino and the laboratory, while reliant on the systems of exchange of the Cloud and the data center, are prime sites because they utilize their technological criterion to aid in the management and control of the way bodies engage with machines. Within this age of digital functionalism behavioral science will begin to provide large promises to other programmatic types. A cloaked scientism to ‘solve’ all design ‘problems’ will hopefully give rise to a regime of criticisms that need to be articulated most strongly, to prevent added intoxication to our Modern political-ethos.  A necessary political and ethical question still looms, do we need the totality of our environment captured and transformed into data? A full environmental data shadow that is constantly being updated, at what cost? Are we prepared to make an ultimate trade, the enlightened possibility to capture our environment and transform it into constant stream of manageable data will have to be fueled by the environment that it will inevitably destroy?  To side step this line of inquiry an important shift is currently under way in the development of the Global-virtual-North, the latest concentration of factories of information in the artic. Already underway, the repositioning of the location of the data 
centers to a landscape that requires less energy while increasing the efficiency of long distance transmission. Within the last two years the concentration of information factories in the artic region (Canada, Finland, Sweden, Iceland) further highlights our distance from its other, the Global South and the concentration of factories for material production. The network of data centers in the Global-virtual-North are in proximity to service its largely service economies, also manages, controls and extracts capital from its southern counterpart. A constant reminder that the foundational relationship of these energetic landscapes and its political-economic structures still drive the our seemingly nebulous Cloud. 
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Final Thoughts  Through the emergence of our newest public utility, Cloud computing, facilitated by the large scaled industrialization of the data center our Information Age has reached a new phase. To most critically understand architecture’s role within this shift, two important historical-material structures aide in rendering its opaque systems into a medium that 
is specific to the discourse of architecture. One, historical, that of the digital sublime, provides a way in which to understand the relationship of users desires in the form of 
instantaneity, infinite scale, mobility & connectivity and risk management are directly transformed and propelled within the data center through the production of technological systems to produce real-time, scalability, manage geopolitical site factors, and security and redundancy. A reciprocity between individual beliefs for the user and a design science within the data center that propel each other.  A categorical and organizational strategy, fundamental to architecture that of the typology, allows the project to reveal the ways in which the black box mechanisms of the data center becomes material, and tied to political and economic conditions through instrumentalizing its urban, suburban and rural contexts. With the aide of the structure of typologies, a critical assessment can now enter the architectural discourse through the 
more precise study of how the data center operates as an Urban Data Retrofit, Data Hotels, Data Big Boxes, Server Farms, Sovereign Data, and Data Havens. Moreover, the technology of the image, both through the workings of its symbolic imagery and image maintenance, provides greater insight into the strategies in which the production of an aesthetics of disappearance is integral to distancing the user both aesthetically and ideologically from the workings of the Cloud.  The emergence of the Cloud and the data center have become a new automated social and technical life support system in the social, political, economic environment of the Information Age. A project that warrants new forms, and added focused scholarship. The complex logic of the Cloud highlighted by a new form of the digital sublime provides new ways to understand the individual’s relationship to an architecture of the data center, and how its architectural and image typologies regulate and maintain this new phase of the Information Age.  
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Glossary (Terms below are from National Institute of Standards of Technology - 
NIST, Cloud Computing Reference - 500-292, unless otherwise noted) 
 Autonomic computing - The self-managing characteristics of distributed computing resources, adapting to unpredictable changes while hiding intrinsic complexity to operators and users. Started by IBM in 2001, this initiative ultimately aims to develop computer systems capable of self-management, to overcome the rapidly growing complexity of computing systems manage-ment, and to reduce the barrier that complexity poses to further growth. wiki Architecture Machine - Self management system that combines the architecture, its mechancial systems and the virtual systems into a feedback loop for autonomous control and management. 
Term first made popular by Nicholas Negroponte, with his book of the same. Black box - A device which performs intricate functions but whose internal mechanism may not 
readily be inspected or understood; (hence) any component of a system specified only in terms of the relationship between inputs and outputs. (OED, Oxford English Dictionary)  
BLACK – Designation applied to encrypted information and the information systems, the associ-ated areas, circuits, components, and equipment processing that information.
Biometrics – Measurable physical characteristics or personal behavioral traits used to identify, 
or verify the claimed identity, of an individual. Facial images, fingerprints, and handwriting samples are all examples of biometrics.
Body of Evidence (BoE) – The set of data that documents the information system’s adherence 
to the security controls applied. The BoE will include a Requirements Verification Traceability Matrix (RVTM) delineating where the selected security controls are met and evidence to that 
fact can be found. The BoE content required by an Authorizing Official will be adjusted accord-ing to the impact levels selected.
Boundary Protection Device – A device with appropriate mechanisms that: (i) facilitates the 
adjudication of different interconnected system security policies (e.g., controlling the flow of information into or out of an interconnected system); and/or (ii) provides information system boundary protection.
Capture – The method of taking a biometric sample from an end user.
Cipher – Series of transformations that converts plaintext to ciphertext using the Cipher Key.
Cloud Computing – A model for enabling on-demand network access to a shared pool of con-
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figurable IT capabilities/ resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. It allows users to access technology-based services from the network cloud without knowledge of, expertise with, or control over the technology infrastructure that 
supports them. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics (on-demand self-service, ubiquitous network access, location independent resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service); three service delivery models (Cloud Software as a Service [SaaS], Cloud Platform as a Service [PaaS], and Cloud Infrastructure as a Service [IaaS]); and four models for enterprise access (Private cloud, Community cloud, Public cloud, and Hybrid cloud).Note: Both the user’s data and essential security services may reside in and be managed within the network cloud.
Collision – Two or more distinct inputs produce the same output.Colocation - (or co-location) is the act of placing multiple (sometimes related) entities within a single location. Colocation is often used in the data sourcing industry to mean off-site data stor-age, usually in a data center. This is very important for businesses since the loss of data can be crucial for companies of any size, up to and including disciplinary action for employees or loss of their job. wiki 
Community Risk – Probability that a particular vulnerability will be exploited within an inter-acting populationCommunity Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations and supports 
a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy. It may be managed by the organizations or a third party and may exist on premise or off premise. 
(Source: NIST CC Definition)
Compartmentalization – A nonhierarchical grouping of sensitive information used to control 
access to data more finely than with hierarchical security classification alone.Computer Room Air Conditioner (CRAC) - A computer room air conditioning (CRAC) unit is a device that monitors and maintains the temperature, air distribution and humidity in a network room or data center. CRAC units are replacing air-conditioning units that were used in the past to cool data centers. wiki 
Continuity of Government (COG) – A coordinated effort within the federal government’s ex-ecutive branch to ensure that national essential functions continue to be performed during a catastrophic emergency.
Controlled Space – Three-dimensional space surrounding information system equipment, within which unauthorized individuals are denied unrestricted access and are either escorted by authorized individuals or are under continuous physical or electronic surveillance.
Criticality – A measure of the degree to which an organization depends on the information or information system for the success of a mission or of a business function.
Criticality Level – Refers to the (consequences of) incorrect behavior of a system. The more seri-ous the expected direct and indirect effects of incorrect behavior, the higher the criticality level.
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Cyber Attack – An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an enterprise’s use of cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or maliciously controlling a computing environ-ment/infrastructure; or destroying the integrity of the data or stealing controlled information.
Cyber Incident – Actions taken through the use of computer networks that result in an actual or potentially adverse effect on an information system and/or the information residing therein.
Defense-in-Depth – Information security strategy integrating people, technology, and opera-tions capabilities to establish variable barriers across multiple layers and dimensions of the organization.
Electronic Key Entry – The entry of cryptographic keys into a cryptographic module using elec-tronic methods such as a smart card or a key-loading device. 
End-to-End Security – Safeguarding information in an information system from point of origin to point of destination.
Environment – Aggregate of external procedures, conditions, and objects affecting the develop-ment, operation, and maintenance of an information system.
Failure Control – Methodology used to detect imminent hardware or software failure and pro-vide fail safe or fail soft recovery.
General Support System – An interconnected set of information resources under the same direct management control that shares common functionality. It normally includes hardware, soft-ware, information, data, applications, communications, and people.
High Impact – The loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability that could be expected to have a severe or catastrophic adverse effect on organizational operations, organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, or the national security interests of the United States; (i.e., 1) causes a severe degradation in mission capability to an extent and duration that the organiza-
tion is able to perform its primary functions, but the effectiveness of the functions is signifi-
cantly reduced; 2) results in major damage to organizational assets; 3) results in major financial loss; or 4) results in severe or catastrophic harm to individuals involving loss of life or serious life threatening injuries).
Hybrid Cloud – The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private,community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability.
IA Architecture – A description of the structure and behavior for an enterprise’s security pro-cesses, information security systems, personnel and organizational sub-units, showing their alignment with the enterprise’s mission and strategic plans.
Identity Proofing – The process by which a Credentials Service Provider (CSP) and a Registra-
tion Authority (RA) validate sufficient information to uniquely identify a person. The process 
of providing sufficient information (e.g., identity history, credentials, documents) to a Personal 
Identity Verification Registrar when attempting to establish an identity.
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Identity Validation – Tests enabling an information system to authenticate users or resources.
Identity Verification – The process of confirming or denying that a claimed identity is correct by comparing the credentials (something you know, something you have, something you are) of a person requesting access with those previously proven and stored in the PIV Card of system and associated with the identity being claimed.Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - The capability provided to the consumer is to provisionprocessing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the con-sumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, deployed applications, and possibly limited control. Information factory - A colloquial term for large-scaled data centers. 
Information Flow Control – Procedure to ensure that information transfers within an informa-tion system are not made in violation of the security policy.
Inside Threat – An entity with authorized access that has the potential to harm an information 
system through destruction, disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial of service.
Jevons Paradox - The proposition that technological progress that increases the efficiency with which a resource is used tends to increase (rather than decrease) the rate of consumption of that resource. wiki
Likelihood of Occurrence – In Information Assurance risk analysis, a weighted factor based on a subjective analysis of the probability that a given threat is capable of exploiting a given vulner-ability.Moore’s law - The observation that over the history of computing hardware, the number of tran-sistors on integrated circuits doubles approximately every two years. The period often quoted as “18 months” is due to Intel executive David House, who predicted that period for a doubling in chip performance. wikiPlatform as a Service (PaaS) - The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto thecloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly application hosting environment con-
figurations. 
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) - A measure of how efficiently a computer data center uses 
its power; specifically, how much of the power is actually used by the computing equipment (in contrast to cooling and other overhead). PUE is the ratio of total amount of power used by a computer data center facility to the power delivered to computing equipment. wiki 
Power Distribution Unit (PDU) - is a device fitted with multiple outputs designed to distribute electric power, especially to racks of computers and networking equipment located within the 
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data center. The term (PDU) may refer to two major classes of hardware power devices; the first 
and typically the general unqualified term refers to the category of relatively higher-cost floor-mounted power distribution devices which transform one or more larger capacity raw power feeds into any number of lower capacity distributed power feeds. wiki Private Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an organization. It may be man-aged by the organization or a third party and may exist on premise or off premise.
(Source: NIST CC Definition)
Protocol – Set of rules and formats, semantic and syntactic, permitting information systems to exchange information.Public Cloud - The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large indus-
trygroup and is owned by an organization selling cloud services. (Source: NIST CC Definition)
Remote Access – Access to an organizational information system by a user (or an information system acting on behalf of a user) communicating through an external network (e.g., the Inter-net).
Risk – The level of impact on organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, or individuals resulting from the operation of an information system given the potential impact of a threat and the likelihood of that threat occurring.
Risk-Adaptable Access Control – (RAdAC) A form of access control that uses an authorization policy that takes into account operational need, risk, and heuristics.
Risk Analysis – The process of identifying the risks to system security and determining the likelihood of occurrence, the resulting impact, and the additional safeguards that mitigate this impact. Part of risk management and synonymous with risk assessment.
Risk Assessment – The process of identifying risks to organizational operations (including mis-sion, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation, arising through the operation of an information system.Part of risk management, incorporates threat and vulnerability analyses and considers mitiga-tions provided by security controls planned or in place. Synonymous with risk analysis.
Risk Management – The process of managing risks to organizational operations(including mission, functions, image, reputation), organizationalassets, individuals, other organizations, and the Nation, resultingfrom the operation of an information system, and includes: (i) theconduct of a risk assessment; (ii) the implementation of a riskmitigation strategy; and (iii) employment of techniques andprocedures for the continuous monitoring of the security state ofthe information system.
Risk Management Framework – A structured approach used to oversee and manage risk for an enterprise.Software as a Service (SaaS) - The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 
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applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices through a thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email). The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the pos-
sible exception of limited user-specific application configuration settings. NIST
Security – A condition that results from the establishment and maintenance of protective mea-sures that enable an enterprise to perform its mission or critical functions despite risks posed by threats to its use of information systems. Protective measures may involve a combination of deterrence, avoidance, prevention, detection, recovery, and correction that should form part of the enterprise’s risk management approach.
Security Control Assessment – The testing and/or evaluation of the management, operational, and technical security controls in an information system to determine the extent to which the controls are implemented correctly, operating as intended, and producing the desired outcome.
Security Controls – The management, operational, and technical controls (i.e., safeguards or 
countermeasures) prescribed for an information system to protect the confidential.Service Arbitrage - Cloud service arbitrage is similar to cloud service aggregation. The differ-
ence between them is that the services being aggregated aren’t fixed. Indeed the goal of arbi-
trage is to provide flexibility and opportunistic choices for the service aggregator, e.g., providing multiple email services through one service provider or providing a credit-scoring se vice that checks multiple scoring agencies and selects the best score.
(Source: NIST CC Definition)
Sensitivity – A measure of the importance assigned to information by its owner, for the purpose of denoting its need for protection.
Smart Card – A credit card-sized card with embedded integrated circuits that can store, process, and communicate information.
Social Engineering – An attempt to trick someone into revealing information (e.g., a password) that can be used to attack systems or networks.A general term for attackers trying to trick people into revealing sensitive information or per-
forming certain actions, such as downloading and executing files that appear to be benign but are actually malicious.
Subject – The person whose identity is bound to a particular credential.
Telecommunications – Preparation, transmission, communication, or related processing of information (writing, images, sounds, or other data) by electrical, electromagnetic, electrome-chanical, electro-optical, or electronic means.
Tempest – A name referring to the investigation, study, and control of unintentional compromis-ing emanations from telecommunications and automated information systems equipment.
Threat – Any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, individu-
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als, other organizations, or the Nation through an information system via unauthorized access, 
destruction, disclosure, modification of information, and/or denial of service.
Zone Of Control- Three-dimensional space surrounding equipment that processes classified and/or sensitive information within which TEMPEST exploitation is not considered practical or where legal authority to identify and remove a potential TEMPEST exploitation exists.Utilization - The primary method by which asset performance is measured and business success determined. In basic terms it is a measure of the actual revenue earned by assets against the potential revenue they could have earned. Rental utilization is divided into a number of differ-ent calculations, and not all companies work precisely the same way.
Virtualization - 1. Chiefly Philos. To provide (an intangible concept) with a virtual or material existence. 2. Computing. To create a virtual version of (a computing resource or facility). 3. To convert to a computerized or digitized form; to make a computer-generated simulation of; to conduct using computer technology rather than more traditional means.OED  4. A term that refers to the various techniques, methods or approaches of creating a virtual (rather than actual) version of something, such as a virtual hardware platform, operating sys-tem (OS), storage device, or network resources. wiki Virtual Machine (VM) - Software implemented abstraction of the underlying hardware, which 
is presented to the application layer of the system. Virtual machines may be based on specifica-tions of a hypothetical computer or emulate the computer architecture and functions of a real world computer. wiki 
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Time Line+PRIVATE – Actions or events by companies or corporations, private here denotes private sector. +GOVERNMENT – Actions or events pertaining to the nation-state. Incudes regulatory actions, acts of standardization. +MEDIA/PUBLIC – Actions or events initiated by media organizations or nongovernmental 
(non-for-profit) institutions to engage and shape public discourse. +TECHNOLOGY – Key moments or factors of technological invention or change. +HISTORICAL EVENT - Actions or cultural events that directly or indirectly have shaped the factors or actors above. +1950 - John VonNeuman creates first real-time weather prediction+1961 – John McCarthy (MIT – AI) public describes computing utility+1963 - Project Mac at MIT, combines CTSS time-sharing with SAGE+1964 - IBM’s QUIKTRAN becomes first time-sharing product for businesses+1966 – Douglas Parkhill describes at length concept, The Challenge of the Computer Utility. +1969 – Bell Labs, MIT and GE develop Multics, operating system that could become an information utility for the campus. Project initiated in 1965. +1971 - GNU project initiated MIT AI lab- Richard Stallman, first software sharing community +1979 – CompuServe goes online, foreshadowing the Internet as commercial (private) service provider+1979 – The Source goes online+1980s – client server computing +1988 – Telecommunications Industry Association (a merger of the USTSA + Telecommunication Technologies Group)+1988 – first transatlantic fiber optic cables for telephone usage (first generation fiber optic cabling, TAT-8)+1993 – First text messages sent, medium goes public. +1993 – Uptime Institute Founded+1994  - Netscape founded (internet traffic handed over to commercial enterprise)+1995 – Amazon + Ebay founded+1995 – Internet goes public +1996- The first all-optic fiber cable, TPC-5, that uses optical amplifiers was laid across the 
Pacific Ocean. The following year the Fiber Optic Link Around the Globe (FLAG) became the longest single-cable network in the world and provided the infrastructure for the next generation of Internet applications.+1996 - Cloud as term first used in cybernetics – The Self Governing Internet: Coordination by Design, Sharon Eisner Gillet + Mitchell Kapor+1997 – InsynQ launches [on-demand] applications and desktop hosting using HP equipment. +1998 – HQP establishes Utility Computing Division in Mountain View, CA, assigning former Bell Lab scientists to work on a computer power plant, incorporating multiple 
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utilities to form a software pack. +1999 – Salesfore.com, allows business applications from website, delivering enterprise 
software (akin to cloud computing – word not used). First major player in cloud computing. 
Opens up specialist and mainstream software firms to deliver applications over the Internet. +2000 – High Frequency Trading begins. Note in 1998 SEC allows, “authorized electronic exchanges”. Moves from 10 percent usage in 2000  to 70 percent usage in 2011. +2001 – HP introduces Utility Data Center. +2000 – dot.com boom floods market with techno optimism and capital.
(peak  on March 10th – Dell and Cisco sell tech stocks) Bubble burst in part through the 
zero profit high investment in Moore’s law. Business models for dotcoms reevaluated in what they offered consumers. Internet and its infrastructure reconceived as a medium for capital. +2001 – 9-11 attacks+2001 – US Patriot Act signed in to Las (Oct. 26th) Title I, Title II, Title VII effect data center 
file sharing. +2002 – Amazon web services founded. Average users ability to store data and connect 
users through task built websites (Mechanical Turk). Amazon was first major company to modernize its data centers. +2004 – Facebook founded+2005 – Alexa launched Alexa Web Search Platform; search building tool underlying power is utility computing. +2006 – Amazon expands its cloud services. Elastic Compute cloud (EC2) launched, allowed for SaaS.  Simple Storage service (S3). Based on Xen Virtualization software. +2005 – Eze Castle Integration, cloud platform for hedge fund, within one year 18 firms 
join. Company created office suites with centralized cloud environment in single building – Hedge fund hotel.  Foundation for the Eze Private Cloud. +2009 – Eze Castle launches +2006 – Google launches Google Docs. Document sharing gains widespread public recognition.+2006 – Google launches cloud, MobileMe+2007 – Salesforce.com launches force.com. Includes array of PaaS Servies. +2007 – Government report on Data Centers - Report to Congress on Server and Data 
Center Energy Efficiency Public Law 109-431   +2007 – Google commits to carbon neutrality in data center design +2008 – US Economic collapse +2008 - Eucalyptus (Elastic Utility Computing Architecture For Linking Your Programs To Useful Systems) Cloud Launches +2008 - Open Nebula Cloud Launches (European Commission Project)+2008 - Rackspace Cloud Launches +2008 - smart hand held devices emerge on market w/ explosion of applications+2008 – (Jan) Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI) launched by President George W. Bush in National Security Presidential Directive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23 (NSPD-54/ HSPD-23) +2009 – Uptime Institute acquired by the 451 Group+2009 – Google Apps launched. Storage of data in cloud. Allows off-browser based 
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enterprise applications. “killer apps” produce industry acceptance and rush to provide speed. “knock-off’ effect, model established for easy consumption. +2010 – Salesforce.com introduces cloud-based database at Database.com. cloud computing on any device, run on any platform, written in any programming language. +2010 – (July 1st) US Subcommittee on Government Management, Organization and Procurement + Committee on Oversight and Government Reform (House of 
Representatives – Serial No. 111-79) Cloud Computing: Risks and Benefits of Moving Federal IT to the Cloud +2011 – (June 6th) Steve Jobs announces iCloud, replaces MobileMe+2011 - Public Clouds emerge - Amazon (EC2 cloud), Miscosoft (Azure), Sun Systems (Sun Cloud), IBM (Smart Cloud + Blue Cloud)+2011 – (July) US Government Accountability Office report – Data Center Consolidation – Government aims to shut down 40 percent of its data centers (approx. 800) in the next 4 years. Government largest buyer of It tech (80 billion a year savings) +2012 – (Aug, 2nd) House of Representatives, pass H.R. 6278 Data Center Optimization Act+2012 – Cybercecuirty Act of 2012 fails to pass Senate (Opponents argue it would allowed for too much government intervention)+2012 – Greenpeace publicize reports on negative externalities (Why Clouds aren’t Green + How Dirty is your Data) +2012 – (Sept 23rd) NYT 1 year long investigation front page – “Power, Pollution and the Internet”+2012 – (October 17th) Google opens its doors to public, CBS allowed to record inside for 
the first time (first time for a 3rd party). 
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Endnotes1.  Two important techno-social changes for propelling the advancement of data centers are the business practices that emerged within the Dot.com boom period [1997-2000], and 
the establishment of fiber optic networking infrastructure following the privatization of the Internet in 1995. For additional information refer to “Being within a Network: Centralizing Factors,” the second part of this text. 2.  The notion of cloud computing as a public utility begins within the cybernetics discourse in the 1960s. For the cybernetics community it was born in parallel with growth in personal computing as a means to tie together growing individual users. During this time 
period US Military systems and US University systems were foundational for developing the first 
medium scaled prototypes to allow real-time file and software sharing for their interpretive communities. It had been already theorized at this time as a pubic utility. A few primary sources that allowed discourse to form around the notion of cloud computing (then referred to as computer utility) include: John McCarthy (MIT), D.F. Parkhill’s The Computer Utility (1966). For additional information refer to “Being within a Network: Centralizing the Term,” the second part of this text. 3.  The production of risk here refers to historical events within the last decade, that have produced a sociopolitical conditions of uncertainty that have catalyzed a market of risk management, a social system largely responsible for the rise of cloud computing. Most 
specifically forms of the terrorist events, environmental and financial catastrophes. For more discussion on this topic refer to Ulrich Beck’s Risk Society (1992) or World at Risk (2009). For additional information refer to “Being within a Network: Centralizing the Term,” the second part of this text.4.  Important to note that a majority of the ‘clouds’ became public on the heals of the US 
economic collapse in 2008. This recon figuration of capital, an aspect of ‘creative destruction’ describes within our information economy the transition of capital to be systematically 
reconfigured in relationship to the managerial processes of virtualization. As of 2011, the cloud is approx. a $41 billion globally industry, with a market forecast for the year 2020 being $160 billion annually. Forrester, http://www.forrester.com/home. Gardner, http://www.gartner.com/technology/home.jsp. For additional information refer to Being within a Network: Centralizing the Term, the second part of this text.
5.  Cloud Computing has various definitions: The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as a means “for enabling convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” 
NIST began developing its definition in November 2008, and its most recent version, version 15, was released in October 2009. See NIST, The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing, version 15 (Gaithersburg, Md., Oct. 7, 2009).6.  The ‘Information Age’ often used colloquially, is here in reference to Jean-Francois Lyotard, Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (University of Minnesota Press, 1997) and F. Jameson’s Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Duke University Press, 1991). 7.  Bruno Latour, Pandora’s hope: essays on the reality of science studies. (Harvard 
University Press, 1999). p. 320.  Black boxing as an action is “the way scientific and technical 
work is made invisible by its own success. When a machine runs efficiently, when a matter of fact is settled, one need focus only on its inputs and outputs and not on its internal complexity. 
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Thus, paradoxically, the more science and technology succeed, the more opaque and obscure they become.” Black box and Black Box theory have been productive in many discourses, most often used in behavioral sciences, philosophy and cybernetics. For a more detailed account of the Black box historically refer to Peter Galison’s “The Ontology of the Enemy: Norbert Wiener and the Cybernetic Vision,” Critical Inquiry, Vol. 21, No. 1 (Autumn, 1994), pp. 228-266. 
8.  ‘Architecture machine’ is first used here as a reference to Negroponte’s Architecture 
Machine: Toward a more human environment (1970). Secondly, the reference aims to polemically place architecture in the center as a primary actor for the negotiation of technologically rooted beliefs in the Cloud for the subject and their transformation into a science with the data center. The architecture machine, an automated life-support system for the machines within, primarily acts as liminal ontology between the ‘matters of concern’ for the subject and the ‘matters of fact’ within. 9.  Gary Cook & Jodi Van Horn, “How Dirty is your Data: A look at the energy Choices that Power the Cloud Computing,” Greenpeace International, (April 20th, 2011). 10.  Michel Foucault, “Technologies of the Self”, Technologies of the Self: A Seminar with 
Michel Foucault, ed. L. Martin, H. Gutman, P. Hutton (University of Massachusetts Press, 1986) p. 18.  An integral notion of technology described by Michel Foucault “…four main types of these ‘technologies’, each a matrix of practical reason: (1) technologies of production, which permit us to produce, transform, or manipulate things; (2) technologies of sign systems, which permit 
us to use signs, meanings, symbols, or signification; (3) technologies of power, which determine the conduct of individuals and submit them to certain ends or domination, an objectivizing of the subject; (4) technologies of the self, which permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality.” 11.  The conditional phrase “[…] a near perfect feedback loop” is here important as it is further elaborated upon in the The Exterior in the institutional mechanisms, and external social factors that also contribute to propelling the exchange between the Cloud and the data center. For further information refer to The Exterior or how to read Clouds and Data Centers.12  “NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture”, National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), Special Publication 500-292, (Sept, 2011). NIST defines cloud computing 
as having “five essential characteristics” from which time-place-scale-risk have been theorized here. NIST list includes the following: On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider. Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).Resource pooling: The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. ...Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., 
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storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 
13.  ‘Virtualization’ has various definitions. Most typically within the philosophical and cybernetic discourses. Here its usage is directed to cybernetics. A maximization of the data processing by allowing to computing to happen remotely from the user. Virtualization occurs through virtual machines (VM), a term often used within the Cloud discourse, that refers to the 
interconnection of many servers that process single files in tandem. A subsequent colloquial 
definition can be reference in the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 2013: 2). To create a virtual version of (a computing resource or facility)14.  Andres Kitzman, “Real Time”, Chapter 16, Saved From Oblivion (Peter Lang, 2004). 15.  Manuel Castells, “The Edge of Forever: Timeless Time,” The Rise of Network Society (Wiley-Blackwell, 2010) pp. 460-464.  The ‘real-time’ telecommunications technologies referenced here to the changes that occurred to it as a social concept and technological form: 
telephone industry – late 19th, television – real time news reporting 1960s, and Internet 1995. Other authors, sociologists and anthropologists, that have theorized about the changing conditions of time include: Anthony Giddens, Scott Lash, John Urry, David Harvey. 16.  Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Societies of Control”, October 59, (Winter 1992), MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, p. 3-7. 17.  Ibid. 3-7.18.  Castells 468.19.  The term ‘units’ comes from Nikolas Luhmann’s work on ‘Social Systems Theory’. 
Arguably it flattens out the notion of specificity between human and non-humans, as the term implicitly positions itself from the vantage point the system it tries to describe. 20.  Jean-Francois Lyotard, Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (University of Minnesota Press, 1997). p. 51. “ […] the massive subordination of cognitive statements to the 
finality of the best possible performance which is the technological criterion.”21.  For an elaboration on the politics of the exterior, refer to Being Within a Network: Centralizing Factors. 22.  Mario Bunge, “A General Black Box Theory”, Philosophy of Science, Vol. 30, No. 4 (October, 1963). pp. 346-358.23.  Steven Levy, “Google Throws Open Doors to Its Top-Secret Data Center”, Wired 
Magazine, (October 17th, 2012). Interesting that the ‘floor’, the common usage for the computer room by employees, denotes common ground while it is the most secure, controlled and restricted environment.
24.  ‘Nudge’ is a term first used within psychology and behavioral theory; it is now being used within the computing discourse. It refers to a mode of positive reinforcement that is meant 
to sway or influence motives or desires towards decision-making. 25.  Note, that the author here has developed his own typological terminology to describe most polemically the types of data. This is important to emphasize the ontological nature of the data center to the reader, in the ways it uses multiple type of data for means that builds a total automated feedback loop. 26.  ‘environmental shadow’ is a developed term, which refers to an environment that has been rendered into a real-time collection of data that is automatically added on to through the collection using sensory technologies. Its derivation is from the known term of ‘data shadow’, which commonly refers to an individual that is rendered as the accumulation of its total digital interactions. 27.  “Virtualization is a technology that allows multiple software-based virtual machines that have different operating systems, to run in isolation, side by side, on the same physical 
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machine. Virtual machines can be stored as files, making it possible to save a virtual machine and move it from one physical server to another. Virtualization is often used as part of cloud computing.” GAO-11-565 Data Center Consolidation, “Agencies Need to Complete Inventories and Plans to Achieve Expected Savings”, Report to US Congress, (July, 2011).28. “The 2011 Digital Universe Study”, International Data Corporation [IDC] (June, 2011) http://www.emc.com/collateral/demos/microsites/idc-digital-universe/iview.htm29.  “Life in the Cloud” is a phrase used by Steve Jobs in the launch of iClould (June 6th, 2011). This phrase is a summation of the user’s daily life made possible by iCloud services. 30.  “Labor, work, and action” is a reference to Hanna Arendt, from the The Human 
Condition (University of Chicago, 1998). In her text she argues for a division between these activities, the overturning of this order of hierarchy as a central shift that characterizes the modern age.31. Peter Miller, “Governing by Numbers”, Social Research, Vol. 68 (Summer 2001).p. 381. 32.  Ibid. 392.33.  Ibid. 381. 34.  Important to note that before the data arrives to this designated room it has already 
been ‘packet-switched’. Split to segments in order for encryption, ease and efficiency of transmission.  35.  These four measures of control technology originally mentioned within the context of Self as Data by Natasha Shull (co-taught by Rebecca Lemov) at Harvard University in the fall of 2012. These four control technologies fundamental aspects of data feedback loop: capacity to track, visualization of data, real-time feedback, predictive analysis. Instrumental to the processes of the data center, but also operate at the level of the user as integral to most Smart device technology. 36.  System design converts itself into a science to establish measured controllable known to avoid catastrophe. The increase in scale of systems in proportional to its potential catastrophe. As technological systems continue to grow in scale and complicity and scale of destructive potential will be proportional to it. For additional reference, refer to Paul Virilio’s 
Original Accident (Polity Press, 2007). 37.  Greenpeace, “How dirty is your data” (April, 2011). Over on-half of the companies 
polled rely on coal for 50% to 80% of their energy usage. For a full report, or additional information refer to this report. 38.  Many organizations have called into question the reliability for the PUE, because of its 
myopic reliance on a single number to dictate overall efficiency.  39.  James Glanz, “Power Pollution and the Internet”, New York Times, (September 22nd, 2012).  40.  Eric Smalley, “World’s Data Centers Refuse to Exit Ice Age”, Wired Magazine, (August 22nd,  2012). The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has established new safe temperature for cloud computing environments which had been established as low 60s Fahrenheit for some time. 41.  The air is conditioned through the movement past the following technologies: outside 
air intake louvers plenum-mixing area- filter banks for dust removal – mixing coils – cooling 
coils – condensing coils, misting section and mist eliminator – fans, supply shaft – hot/cold 
aisles with raised floor, perforated tiles – CRAC units (computer room air conditioners)– air 
plenum above – fans, ducts to exterior. 42.  TIA-942, “5.3.5.3. Operational parameters”, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard (April, 2005) p. 29.  Dry bulb temperatures: 20* C (68* F) to 25*C (77* F); relative 
humidity: 40% to 55%; max. dew point: 21 C (69.8* F); max rate of change: 5*C (9* F) per hour.43.  “Man-made Weather” was the term used before the term air-conditioning and HVAC became adopted by the engineering and architectural discourses. Banham, “Towards Full 
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Control”, The Architecture of the Well-tempered Environment, (University of Chicago Press, 1969) p. 172.44.  Data Centers with an approximate square footage of 500,000 sq. ft. have a range of 30-35 employees. This excludes “lights-out” data centers, which can have zero employees, and data centers that exclusively operate through containerization, which have few. 45.  ‘Data shadow’, a colloquial term within the cybernetic community, refers to the doubling of self as an accumulation of digital interactions that render opacity. Over time the more digital interactions that are able to be captured the more it renders a clear boundary and opacity to a ‘data shadow’.  As the opacity and clarity increases the more use-value it can obtain to ‘nudge’ or sway you. A ‘nudge’, another term widely used is when 3rd parties purchase your 
data shadow they can find use-value, target marketers to customize advertisements through the Internet for individuals. Most often used by advertisers, corporations and governmental agencies. 46.  The ‘mathematically sublime’ and the ‘dynamically sublime’ are two aspects of the sublime described by Kant. For further detail and context refer to Kant’s Critique of the Power 
of Judgment (Cambridge University Press, 2000). pp. 131-135. Kant exclaims, “However, to be great and to be a magnitude are quite different concepts.” The mathematics being of a “faculty of cognition” where the number of things exceeds are ability to sense and cognize, and the dynamic being of a “faculty of desire”, where the force with nature is so great that sensorial faculties fail.  47.  The notion of the ‘public’ utility here has not been properly problematized. The literature describes the cloud uncritically as such. But the ‘public’ here is the site of a collection of individuals. Each belief is atomized for the self and then placed in distinction to others. So while it is public, as a service that is broadly accessible for a service fee, it effectively leverages the production of hyper-individuality as a maintainable service. In this way the Cloud is rooted as a technology of the self. 48.  “Labor, work, and action” is a reference to Hanna Arendt, from the The Human 
Condition (University of Chicago, 1998). In her text she argues for a division between these activities, the overturning of this order of hierarchy as a central shift that characterizes the modern age.49  A reference to the work of Pierre Bourdieu, the production and accumulation of data is .necessarily a form of cultural capital for the user, a way for added distinction, and transformed into actual capital by the host corporate provider. The usage here extends Bourdieu’s notion into digital forms of distinction. For more information on Pierre Bourdieu and his discussion of capital refer to “The Forms of Capital” In J. Richardson (Ed.) Handbook of Theory and Research 
for the Sociology of Education (New York, Greenwood, 1986). pp. 241-258. For an extended reference refer to Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste (Harvard University Press, 1984). 50.  ‘Scalability’ is the actual term used in virtualization and within the data center design discourse.  Refer to TIA Standard, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers, (April 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005. Colloquially within the data center discourse elasticity is often used to refer to the same concept. 51.  Moore’s law originally a doubling of the amount of resisters able to place on a microchip, is now a doubling of overall power and memory every 24 months. While this law has been able to prove itself since 1965, many now predict that this could come to an end. As scale 
cannot decrease exponentially forever and material resources are finite, many academic papers are seeking to better understand when this ‘law’ will change. Moore’s law does not conform 
to power usage, since its reliance on fossil fuels is finite. For additional information refer to 
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Mark Lundstrom, “Moore’s Law Forever?” Science, vol. 299, no. 5604 (January 10th, 2003) 210-211. Note that Moore’s law is often used as a colloquial term to refer the general increase in computing ‘power’ as doubling continuously. 52.  TIA Standard, “Data Center Telecommunications Spaces and Related Topologies” Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers, (April 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005. p. 23. 53.  The trend in the last two years is not to increase the computing power of any single server, but to reduce its overall computing capacity (simultaneously decrease its usage of energy) and have more servers operating single computing tasks. 54.  Flexibility is also accommodated in the depth of the system section, it allows for the addition of and clear organizational strategy; increased data cabling and electrical cabling can be accommodated. 55.  Sebastian Loth, Susanne Baumann, Christopher Lutz, D.M. Eigler, Andreas Heinrich, “Bistability in Atomic-Scale Antiferromagnets,” Science Magazine, (Jan. 2012). Source origin 
CLOG Magazine, (2012), ed. Kyle May. 56.  Tom Vanderbilt, “Data Overload”, New York Times, (June 14th, 2009). 57.  CLOG, “An Interview with Gensler,” CLOG (Jan. 2012). Comments provided are from Joseph Lauro a regional managing principal of the Northeast at Gensler.58.  Stefan Ried, Ph.D., and Holger Kisher, Ph.D., Forrester Research, “Sizing the Cloud” (April 21, 2011). 
Note, Gartner Research confirms this market prediction. 59.  Acknowledgedly the notion of immateriality and placessness are very different; they are coupled together because in this instance they reinforce one another and align as separate. 60.  Nora Young, Virtual Self: How the Causal Information you Create is Changing the Physical 
World Around You (Random House Digital, 2012). p. 80. A point originally described on how a feedback loop of digital social interactions creates a sense of place within the physical world. 61.  “Labor, work, and action” is a reference to Hanna Arendt, from the The Human 
Condition (University of Chicago, 1998). In her text she argues for a division between these activities, the overturning of this order of hierarchy as a central shift that characterizes the modern age. 62.  Major sites for data centers are offered tax incentives by local municipalities. The 
power companies that supply these sites are an ideal client in the constant flow and sale 
of energy. Cities able to capitalize on these profits through increased tax revenue from the increased sales of power and taxes, often provide lucrative tax incentives. 
63.  Most of the large data centers cluster on to pre positioned fiber optic networks. The 
pre-established high-speed fiber optic network that had been placed directly on top of the 
former telecommunication cables, the routes for fiber optic network connectivity, established 
a key technical infrastructure for cloud computing to move through. Most fiber optic networks had been established during a period that coincides with the privatization beginning in 1995. 
Within the past two years new fiber optic connections are being constructed to new locations and new markets. 64.  For additional information about the types and amounts of energy used in data centers, refer to Greenpeace, “How Dirty is your Data” (Greenpeace Publication, April 20th, 2011). 65.  “Risk”, Oxford English Dictionary, http://www.oed.com/66.  For additional information about risk, its construction and use-value, refer to Ulrich Beck’s Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity (Sage Publications, 1992). 
67.  ‘perceived and actual’ risk refers to two fundamental types. Perceived can be amplified, dampened through transmission. It connects perception to forms of mediation of risk that are transmitted through technical and institutional means. Perceived risk, contingent on the 
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viewer and the mode and motives of the transmitter. Actual risk refers to the physical, material, or environmental circumstances that cause injures or impairment to the body, property, or environment. 68.  Important to note that redundant systems are typically located outside the immediate 
vicinity of the first, primary security system; in this way if the environment of the primary system is compromised the redundant system will be not be affected. 
69.  “there-there” is a play on the colloquial statement, “There is no There There”, first made by Gertrude Stein. The statement appears in Stein’s autobiography Gertrude Stein, 
Everybody’s Autobiography (Random House, 1937). p. 238. Often used as historical or theoretical shorthand, for one’s own means. 70.  “House of Security”, “House of Certainty”, and “measuring, supervising, correcting” are from Michel Foucault’s Panopticism (1975).  P. 202. The significant difference here is relation to the non-human automated systems, and integrated mechanical and cybernetic system for the “measuring, supervising, and correcting”. 71.  TIA Standard, ‘Conceptual Design’, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for 
Data Centers, (April, 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005. p. 20. 72.  Cade Metz, “Super-Secret Google Builds Servers in the Dark,”Wired Magazine, (March 3rd, 2012). 73.  ‘Lights-out’ is a term within the data center industry. It refers to a fully automated center that is monitored remotely and has no employees within. Rich Miller “The ‘Lights-out’ Data Center”, www. datacenterknowledge.com (September 2nd, 2008). 74.  TIA Standard, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers, (April 
2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005.  Tier 1 – Basic:  considered ‘basic’ with no redundancy, with 
99.671% availability, with an annual down time of 28.8 hours; Tier 2 – Redundant Components: has redundant components, it has a single distribution path, note this path has its own 
redundancy, with 99.741% availability and an annual down time of 22.0 hours; Tier 3 – Concurrently Maintainable: is concurrently maintainable, it has multiple distribution paths 
with only one active, with 99.982% availability has an annual downtime of 1.6 hours; Tier 4 – 
Fault Tolerant: has a ‘fault tolerant with multiple active distribution pathways, with a 99.995% availability and annual down time of 0.4 hours. Refer to the TIA-942 manual for additional information.
75.  The measure of Tiers for major corporations is a cost-risk benefit analysis. Each Tier, from 1-4, is also met with increased upfront costs and long-term investments. The major cloud service providers, with their need to promote their systems as ‘fail-safe’ to secure major clients are in a perpetual race to increase its security measures to ensure competitive advantage. For a thorough breakdown of each Tier, refer to the Telecommunication Industry Association (April, 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005.76  Within the past 2 years the US federal government the largest investor of IT in the world has consolidated its data centers, and will close 1080 of its 2000 data centers by 2015, nearing 40 percent.  Refer to the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative Update (09/30/2011).77.  CLOG 121.78.  Steve Jobs, iCloud debut, Apple WWDC Conference, San Francisco (June 6th, 2011) 79.  Edmund Burke, Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the 
Beautiful (Penguin, 1998). p. 580.  The’ mathematical’ and the ‘dynamic’ sublime here is a reference to the work of Immanuel Kant in this description of the sublime which has foundational difference to the work from Edmund Burke. 
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81.  Leo Marx, Machine in the Garden, (MIT Press, 1967), p. 207. 82.  David Nye, American Technological Sublime (MIT Press, 1994), p. xiv.83.  Ibid. xiii.84.  Marx 207. 85.  William John Mitchel, E-Topia: urban Life, Jim -- But Not as we Know it (MIT Press, 1999) p. 43. Information Appliances are objects within the workplace and home that relies on digital technologies and can utilize remote data and provide it. 86.  “ubiquitous computing” a term developed by Mark Weiser of Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center in 1988. For additional information on early writing on the topic refer to John Seely Brown.87.  Karl Marx, Grundrisse, (1857), p. 538-539. 88.  Bruno Latour, Pandora’s hope: essays on the reality of science studies (Harvard University Press, 1999). p. 340.  89.  Tom Vanderbilt, “Data Overload”,  New York Times, (June 14th, 2009). Quote from senior vice president of digital Realty Trust, Chris Crosby. 90.  James Glanz, New York Times, “Power Pollution and the Internet”, (September 22nd 2011). 91.  The Cybersecurity Act of 2012, was a measure by the Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) to facilitate the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI).  A goal to save 2.4 billion dollars in saving by 2015 by closing 1100 of the 3000 US governmental data centers. Some organization have made the point that this massive consolidation will also aide in the governments ability to archive and retrieve digital documents in the future. For the full report, refer to http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/s2105/textFor an additional resource on its public reception refer to Steve Lohr, “US to Close 800 Data Center”, New York Times,  (July 20th, 2011). 92.  “Market Analysis: US Datacenter 2012-2016 Forecast”, International Data Corporation [IDC] (2012), p. 3-4. The Brief states, “The economic crisis of late 2008 and 2009 triggered 
what some thought would be a temporary event. In 2009, for the first time, the total number 
of datacenters (of all types) in the United States actually declined, falling by 0.7%. Almost that 
entire decline was in server closets and server rooms (see Table 1). The significant closures of small businesses and major retail chains closing hundreds and thousands of remote locations with server closets and rooms drove this decline. Larger datacenter environments, which typically require longer-term commitments of assets to build/refresh, continued to rise in 2009 despite the slowdown. This continued build out of larger data centers ensured that actual 
datacenter space (570.5 million sq. ft.) grew slightly (0.1%) despite the decline in total data centers. 93.  Greenpeace, “How dirty is your data” (April, 2011), p. 12. 94.  “State of the Data Center,” Emerson Network Power, 2011 report. For an additional resource refer to Richard Villars, International Data Corporation [IDC] Report, US Data Center 2012-2016 Forecast (Doc #237070) 95.  CLOG, “An Interview with Gensler,” CLOG (Jan., 2012). Comments provided are from Joseph Lauro a regional managing principal of the Northeast at Gensler. Note Gensler calls 
this department of the firm responsible for designing data centers, Mission Critical. They have 
completed approximately seventy-five data centers. 96  Christian Belady, “Projecting Annual New Data Center Construction Market Size,” 
Microsoft Global Foundation Services, (March, 2011).97.  Tom Vanderbilt, “Data Center Overload”, New York Times, (June 14th, 2009). A quote from Michel Manos, a former data center manager for Microsoft in regards to a new center in Tukwila. 98.  Greenpeace, “How dirty is your data” (April, 2011), p. 14.
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99.  CLOG “An Interview with Gensler,” CLOG (Jan. 2012). Comments provided are from Joseph Lauro a regional managing principal of the Northeast at Gensler. Comments on the most important factors of site, which reinforce other statements about site from Telecommunication Institute Association (TIA).
100.  Jeff Hecht, “Ultra fiber optics set new speed record”, New Scientist, Issue 2809, (April 22nd, 2011). 101  For additional information refer to Susan Crawford, Captive Audience: The Telecom 
Industry and Monopoly Power in the New Gilded Age (Yale University Press, 2012). 102.  James Glanz, “Power Pollution and the Internet”, New York Times, September 22nd, 2012.  Greenpeace, “How Dirty is Your Data”, (April, 2011).103. Ibid. 104.  Greenpeace “How dirty is your data” [April, 2011]. For additional references on proposed ways in which to steer the Cloud services into the usage of renewable forms of energy, refer to SMART2020: Enablingthelow carbon economy in the Information Age http://www.smart2020.org/publications105.  For additional information refer to Gary Cook, “Why Clouds aren’t Green”, Greenpeace, (April 2012) p. 32.106.  Average tax invetives, here cited in a report by the New York Times “200 million dollars”107.  Peter Galison, “War Against the Center”, Grey Room 04, (Summer 2001), pp. 6-33. 108.  The terms developed for the listed typologies are largely from the author. A means to frame the polemic for an architectural discourse. ‘Data Haven’, ‘Data Container,’ ‘Server Farm’ the only three categories that are in current usage by the data center discourse and other interpretive communities. 109. Typologies of the data center have been discussed within the context of the data cetner community but not within the public discourse. 110.  For additional information about 60 Hudson Street, refer to Andrew Blum, Tubes (Harper Collins, 2012). www.nyc-archtiecture.111.  Deregulation in the 1970s of the telecommunications industry, US Executive Order 12046 of March 1978, instituted a new transfer of telecommunications functions. A second round of deregulation, Telecommunications Act of 1996 (June 3rd) overhauled the Communications Act of 1934 (Public Law Number 416, of June 19th), as it included the Internet. This 1996 Act was controversial because of its allowance for media cross-ownership, which fueled many large telecom mergers and market consolidation.  Other Governmental acts that are relevant as they contribute to the overall in 1996, are the following: The Cable Communications Act of 1984; The Cable Act of 1992; For more information: http://transition.fcc.gov/Reports/tcom1996.txt112.  Paul Goldberger, “The TriBeCa Scene: Architecture, Restaurants and Bargain Hunting; The TriBeCa Scene: The Flavor Is Found in the Architecture,” New York Times. (August 8th, 1982). pp. C1.113.  ‘Private clouds’ are designated for a single client or a select group of clients. It allows for added security and higher bandwidth speed, as they do not have to compete with large 
public data flows. ‘Public clouds’ constructed by major carriers are available to any subscriber which have less speed and less security.  For additional information refer to NIST, The NIST 
Definition of Cloud Computing, version 15 (Gaithersburg, Md., Oct. 7, 2009).
114.  During 9-11, a cache of dump trucks filled with sand surrounded the perimeter of 60 Hudson Street, to build a physical boundary to protect the building from continued unknown terrorist threats. Andrew Blum lecture, “Tubes”, Skyscraper Museum of New York, (August 7th, 
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2012). Note this has described in lecture but not corroborated in print. 115.  Refer to the Hibernia Atlantic network for additional information. 116.  Bryant Urstadt, “Trading in Milliseconds”, Technology Review (Jan/Feb 2012). 117.  Rich Miller, “NYSE’s Data Fortress Powering the Financial Cloud,” Data Center 
Knowledge (June 30th, 2011). 118.  Aaron Lucchetti, “Exchanges, Trading Firms, Consider Bids for Phil-X”, Wall Street 
Journal, (October 22nd, 2007). 119.  Kristina Peterson, “NASDAQ + NYSE  = One Data Center”, Wall Street Journal, (April 1st, 2011).120.  Rich Miller, “Data Bunker Boomlet”, www.datacenterknowledge.com, (July 14th, 2009). 121.  Leo Marx, Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Idea in America (Oxford University Press, 1964). Marx highlights the dialectical tension between the pastoral ideal within the American landscape and the changes through the introduction of machines in the 19th century, mainly through literary sources.  He highlights the introduction of 1st and 2nd nature as an important from which to construct the notion of the pastoral. Note, the term 1st and 2nd nature is not explicitly used by Marx. 122.  Leo Marx, Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Idea in America (Oxford University Press, 1964). p. 28 123.  For additional information refer to Gary Cook, “Why Clouds aren’t Green”, Greenpeace, (April 2012), p. 33. 124.  The unit price of power $0.0626 per kW/hr. is provided by Rocky Mountain Power. A price cited in 2011. For additional information refer to “Quincy, WA - Big Data Centers Leverage Inexpensible Renewable Energy,” Colo + Cloud, (December 5th, 2011). 125.  “hope for the future” is the Washington State motto. A translation of the Chinook Indian term Al-ki or Alki. 126.  2010 Session Laws of the State of Washington, Sixty-First Legislature, Special Session, 1 ESSB 6789 (March 15th - April 13th 2010). Note data center are required to that have more than 20,000 square feet dedicated to server rooms that were built before July 1st, 2011 or between March 2012 and July 2015 to qualify for the described tax exception. 127.  Jim Latimer, “Top 5 Places to build a new data center”, Cloud Computing News, (Dec. 10th, 2011).128.  Highest Quality of Life is here a reference to the Quality-of-Life-Index, established by the Economist Intelligence Unit. The yearly ranking of countries (mainly of the Global North) that score highest on their 9-point score card with the following factors: Healthiness, Family Life, Community Life, Material well being, Political Stability, Climate and Geography, Job Security, Political Freedom, Gender Equality. From this list the countries where data centers are migrating to fall within the top percentile.  2013 - Switzerland #1, Sweden #4, Canada #5, Norway #8, Finland #11. 129.  ‘Global North’ is used here in contradistinction to the ‘Global South’, a term that has replaced the anachronistic term, of the ‘third world’ or ‘developing countries’. The ‘Global North’ the site for the production of information as a utility has yet to be theorized interims of the convergence of its geopolitical and technosocial -cloud computing- relationship to the Global South. 130.  Google Modular Data Center, US Patent 2003/38562015, application no. 10/750,330 
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(Dec, 30th 2003). William Whitted, Gerald Aigner. 131.  IBM has recently stated it is will leave the business from making PCs and focus exclusively with a few others on the design, production of servers for data centers. For additional information refer to Cade Metz, “IBM prepares to Eject Self from the World of Internet Servers,” Wired Magazine, (April 19th, 2013). 132.  Ashley Vane, “Google’s Search Goes Out to Sea”, New York Times (September 7th, 2008). Google, Water-Based Data Center, US Patent 2008/0209234 A1, application no. 11/679,013 (August 28th, 2008) Jimmy Clidara, David W. Stiver, William Hamburgen133.  While the project of Waer-based Data Centers remain conceptual and legally secure, for Google’s patent (US2008/0209234) the base technologies discussed implicitly, in wave energy converters and transmission of data, are currently in use and quickly becoming successful technologies. At the time of the patent, 2008, these technologies where not deployed at a large scale, since that time an industrialization of the technology has occurred, which would open this speculative project towards being viable.  134.  Server Sky is a proposal by Keith Lofstom from 2009. For additional reference refer to “Server Sky: Computation in Orbit” (Sept 26th, 2009). 135.  The beginnings of this concept and term, stem from a report published by the British Government’s Data Protection Committee’s concerns from 1977 that the different and changing privacy standards amongst countries would initiate and facilitate Britain as being a ‘data haven’. For more information refer to James Michael, “New Report on Computer Data Banks” New 
Scientist, Vol. 80, No. 1128, (November 9th, 1978). 136.  LAWS FOR PRIVACY CITE 137.  John Perry Barlow, “The Switzerland of Bits”, The Economist, (June 17th, 2010).John Stray, Neiman Journalism Lab (February 11th, 2010).
138.  Data Havens have been popularized through science fiction genre. A genre that allows utopic or dystopic realities to be framed directly by technocratic systems. Refer to William Gibson’s cyberpunk novels, Count Zero (1986) or Mona Lisa Overdrive (1988); Bruce Stirling’s 
Islands in the Net (1988); Neal Stephenson’s Cyptonomicon (1999). 139.  Metahaven, “Captives of the Cloud: Part 1”,  E-flux journal, http://www.e-flux.com140.  US PATRIOT ACT, Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required To Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (October 26th, 2001), Public Law 107-56. For subsequent intuitional directives refer to the Comprehensive Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI) in National Security Presidential Directive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23 (NSPD-54/ HSPD-23) in January 2008. Homeland Security, Computer Network Security and Privacy Protection (Feb. 19th, 2010).141.  Paul Taylor, “Privacy Concerns Slow Cloud Adoption”, Financial Times, (August 2nd, 2011).142.  Maxwell Winston and Christopher Wolf, “A Global Reality: Government Access to Data in the Cloud”, A Hogan Lovells White Paper, (May 23rd 2012). 143.  Saskia Sassen, Territory, Authority, Rights. From Medieval to Global Assemblages, (Princeton University Press, 2006), p. 180. 144.  Alexander Galloway, “Black Box, Black Bloc”, Lecture given at the New School University, (April 12th, 2010). The reversal of the ‘mystical shell’ and the ‘rational kernel’ in 
relationship to the black box was first found here. Would seem central that the transformation 
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2of the computer as a central commodity would necessarily problematize Marx’s description of the commodity. 145.  Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Duke University Press, 1991), p. 144. 146.  Jameson 144.147.  For additional information about the TIA, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard 
for Data Centers, (April 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005. 148.  TIA Standard, Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers, (April 2005), ANSI/TIA-942-2005. p. 20.
149.  The nine-square problem, canonized by the Texas Rangers, an influential group of architectural educators into an architectural exercise. Championed by John Hejduk (associated with his Deanship at The Cooper Union), it isolated the formal properties within an autonomous diagram into a kit of parts to isolate the polemic between structure and space. For more information refer to Texas Rangers: Notes from the Architectural Underground (MIT Press, 1995). While now actual link historically exists here, it is interesting to note the importance of these diagrams as a centralized plan based on the individuation of lines and spaces between (areas) to deliver discipline their respective disciplines. 150.  Note this long endnote was a late subtraction from the body of the text, it traces the importance of John Ruskin’s interest in Cloud as semantic register in the second industrial age and its value for the project. John Ruskin, “The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century”, Lecture at the London Institution (February 4th, 1884). Ruskin, “Had the weather when I was young been such as it is now, no book such as Modern Painters ever would or could have been written; for every argument in that book, was funded in the personal experience of the beauty and blessing of nature, all spring and summer long; and on then demonstrable fact that over a great portion of the world’s surface the 
air and the earth were fitted the education of the spirit if man as closely as a schoolboy’s primer is to his labor, and as gloriously as a lover’s mistress is to his eyes. That harmony is now broken and broken the world around.” The Cloud, architecture’s supreme other, reappears with renewed zeal within the architectural discourse with the end, or some could argue beginning, of each phase of modernization. The Cloud, the ephemeral environmental matter that ties the space between buildings together while reminding us about the historical and material gravity that is integral to the discipline. From the vast genealogy of clouds, written about and explored throughout architecture history (a project that deserves its own focused scholarship) a few become most relevant because they isolate aspects of how it is used as a necessary trope of change and management; a way to 
encapsulate symbolic cultural change (as a figured belief) and point to actual changes within the environment within the same cloud (as empirical science). 
The clouds that articulate the transition of the first industrial age to the second, Ruskin’s Storm Clouds of the Ninetieth Century, and from the second industrial age to the third, John von Neumann’s Cloud; Both moments share an interest in the way the discourse regains familiarity with what is internal and external because it gains new found dialectal presence through the understood change within the most ephemeral part of its environment. The cloud an environmental sign for individuals in change and belief that is both actual and virtual. Ruskin’s “Storm Clouds of the Nineteenth Century” at once a symbolic marker of the symptoms 
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of changing environment and morality of the 19th century, and therefor a matter of concern, and secondly actual, as it becomes the way upon which to see the growing toxicity, effects of industrialization staining the clouds, or a matter of fact. Ruskin describes his “plague-wind”:“It looks partly as if it were made of poisonous smoke; very possibly it may be: there are at least two hundred furnace chimneys in a square of two miles on every side of me. But mere smoke would not blow to and fro in that wild way. It looks more to me as if it were made of 
dead men’s souls— such of them as are not gone yet where they have to go, and may be flit- ting 
hither and thither, doubting, themselves, of the fittest place for them.” Ruskin’s text moves from a symbolic marker of modernization, as a belief, to an actual indexical way to which one can view the negative externalities as an empirical science. Important to isolate because it becomes a foundational marker of how the cloud oscillates between an actual and virtual semantic register and gains a direct relationship with the architectural discourse in modernity. The cloud, Ruskin’s cloud of the nineteenth century, as a representation that acts symbolically to describe the sublime social and environmental change, is importantly transformed into a technology that can actively capture and predict environmental systems. From a science based in empiricism, a set of accumulated disciplinary knowledges on how to read and see the environment (rooted in sensation and perception), it transforms into a science of technological capture of data inputs and outputs, a system of technological mediation with the environment.151.  Bruno Latour, “Why Critique has Run out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of Concern,” Critical Inquiry, Vol. 30 n° 2 (Winter 2004), pp. 245-248. ‘Matters of Concern’ and ‘Matters of Fact’ is a direct reference to Interesting to this essay from Latour, where isolates and develops these terms. They become useful in reference to Ruskin a way of denoting his ability to quickly oscillate from the symbolic to articulate ‘Matters of Concern’ as a device to articulate and leave the reader a space to conject upon and then ‘Matter of Fact’ as an empirical science. 152.  Herbert Damish, Theory of /Cloud/, (Stanford University Press, 2002). An extended resource on how the cloud of the nineteenth century as a discourse problematizes systems of 
representation, specifically within painting and drawing. 
153.  ‘Publicly’ here is used with caution. It is the first known articulation of the concept 
to a larger pubic, outside a solely scientific or cybernetic community (i.e. conferences or academe). John McCarthy, acknowledges in the beginning of his speech his collaboration with 
Marvin Minsky and precursors to the concept of the computer utility, “[…] the first paper […] Christopher Strachey […] at the Paris International Conference on Information Processing,” which was titled ‘Time-sharing in Large, Fast Computers’. For information refer to Information Processing, Proceedings of the International Conference Processing, UNESCO, Paris (June 15-20, 1959), pp. 336-341.  A more recent paper by Licklider titled, “Man-Computer Symbiosis”, IRE 
Transactions on Human Factors in Electronics, Vol. HFE-1, 4-11 (March, 1960). Most of these references cite Vannevar Bush’s critical futurologist text, “As we May Think” Atlantic Monthly (July, 1945).154.  John McCarthy, “Time-Sharing Computer Systems,” Management and the Computers of 
the Future, (ed.) Martin Greenberger. (MIT Press & John Willey, Sons, 1962). Note this text was released the same year with an alternative title and through a single publisher, Computer and 
the World of the Future (MIT Press, 1962). Published proceedings of talks from the MIT Centennial, (April 2nd - 9th, 1961). The panel session hosted by the School of Industrial Management, included a total of eight speakers, 
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in order or presentation: Sir Charles Percy, “Scientists and Decision Making”; J.W. Forrester “Managerial Decisions Making”; H.A. Simon, “Simulation and Human Thinking”; J.G. Kemeny, “A Library for 2000A.D.”; A.J. Perlis, “The Computer in the University”; Professor George W. Brown, “A New Concept in Programming”; John McCarthy,  “Time-Sharing Systems”; John Pierce, “What Computers Should be Doing”. Each speaker was followed by two discussants and moderator. John McCarthy, discussants: John W. Maughly (President Maughly Associates Inc.) and Gene M. Amdahl (Manager, Advanced Systems Design, I.B.M. Business Machines Corporation) and moderator, Emanuel Piore (Vice President for Research and Engineering, I.B.M.). 155.  Massachusetts Institute of Technology (ed.), “Future Men and Machines”, Technology 
Review, Vol. 63, Number 9 (July 1961).156.  The subsequent years would yield the large scaled deployment of transistors (John Bardeen, William Shockley, Walter Brattain - Bell Labs), use of integrated circuitry (Jack Kirby - Texas Instruments and Robert Noye - Fairchild Semiconductor), and most importantly the development of the microprocessor. 
157.  The first Real-time weather prediction through computing is credited to the team led by Jon Von Neumann in 1950 which was impart responsible for spurring the development of programmable computers.  In 1955 it became a viable technology for public usage. Of interest to note that as the computer utility begins as a discourse, as described by John McCarthy in his MIT Centennial Speech of 1961, the example they site for application is weather prediction. 
Large complex dynamic environmental systems with finite variables. The weather becomes a 
feedback loop that helps to develop technical means and future desires. On of the first private Clouds in 2008 Eucalyptus was base technology that was developed as an iteration of the weather prediction system VGrDS (Virtual Grid Application Development Software Project). McCarthy’s prediction had been correct. 158.  The years proceeding 1961 were a formative period were the beginnings of the notion of a computer utility, while not formalized, were present in its nascent form: The Proceedings from the Eastern Joint Computer Conference  (December, 1957); Proceedings from the Eastern Joint Computer Conference  (December 3-5, 1958); Proceedings from the Western Joint Computer Conference  (1960). 159.  Project Mac system (the Project on Mathematics and Computation) was sponsored 
by the Advanced Research Project Agency, Department of Defense (DARPA) under the Office of Naval Research contract 4102(01). Originally directed by R. Fano, was subsequently directed by Licklider. Project Mac included the newly formed group of A.I., John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky (director). 160.  Martin Greenberger, “Computers of Tomorrow,” Atlantic Monthly (May, 1964). An important essay by Greenberger, the editor of the book Management and the Computers of the Future (MIT Press, 1962). 161.  Martin Greenberger, published regularly on the topic. Articles from this period include a mix of popular magazines, academic journals and books: “An A Priori Determination of Serial Correlation in Computer Generated Random Numbers,” Mathematics of Computation, Vol. 15, No. 76 (Oct., 1961), pp. 383-389; “Automation, Management and the Future,” Technology Review, (1963) with Howard Johnson; “A New Method for Computer Simulation”, MIT, Sloan School of Management (1963); “Banking and the Information Utility,” Computers and Automation (1965).; “The Priority Problem and Computer Time Sharing,” Management Science, 
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Vol. 12, No. 11, Series A, Sciences (Jul., 1966), pp. 888-906; “The Two Sides of Time Sharing” MIT, Sloan School of Management (1965).; “Computer in the Organization”, MIT, Sloan School of Management (1966), working paper for the edited text for Scientific American (September, 1966).; Computers, Communications, and the Public interest (John Hopkins Press, 1971).; “Computing in Transition Science,” New Series, Vol. 181, No. 4106 (Sep. 28, 1973), p. 1207.; “Computer and Information Networks,” Science, New Series, Vol. 182, No. 4107 (Oct. 5, 1973), pp. 29-35;162.  Douglas F. Parkhill, The Challenge of the Computer Utility (Addison-Wesely Publishing Co., 1966), p. 143.163.         Project Mac a DARPA funded project at MIT, with original funds totally 2 million dollar grant. It was started on July 1st 1963, under the leadership of Robert Fano and was succeeded by J.C.R. Licklider. The project ws ground-breaking for development of research in operating 
systems, artificial intelligence, and the theory of computation. The AI group, Marvin Minsky 
and John McCarthy also contributed significantly to the projects development. The previous system as a working precedent for time-sharing was developed by Fano as the CTSS, from the 
MIT Computation Center. The significant difference that the Project Mac could continuously run on its time-sharing mode, which was not the case for the CTSS system. For an additional reference, refer to Stephanie Chiou, Craig Music, Kara Sprague, Rebekah Wahba, “A marriage of 
Convenience: The Founding of the Mit Artificial Intelligence Laboratory” (Dec. 5th, 2001). 164. Douglas F. Parkhill, The Challenge of the Computer Utility (Addison-Wesely Publishing Co., 1966), p. 115. 165.  Merrill M. Flood, Book Review, “The Challenge of the Computer Utility”, INFORMS: 
Operations Research, Vol. 15. (Jan-Feb. 1967), pp. 177-178For an additional book review refer to Thomas M. Smith, Book Review, “The Challenge of the Computer Utility”, Technology and Culture, Vol. 8, No. 4, (October, 1967), pp. 515-516Frank Ellison, Book Review, “The Challenge of the Computer Utility”, The OR Society, Vol. 18.,  No. 3., (Sept. 1967), pp. 328-325. 166.  R. Howe, “Excess haunts internet Sector”, Boston Globe, (July 29, 2002). 167.  The merger of Time Warner and AOL happened in January of 2000. Following much media hype and worries from civil liberty groups about its potential communications monopoly in 2002 the merger showed massive problems. By March of 2003, AOL lost 80 percent of its value. Other mergers between media groups suffered similar fates. Microsoft lost 53 of its value. JDS lost 98 of value, Lucent lost 97, Cisco lost 91. For a more detailed analysis of the Dot.com bust refer to Norris, “3 Years later, investors crave safety” New York Times, (March 10, 2003).168  The merger of the computer utility as a technology, the usage of the actual graphic, 
and usage of the actual term ‘Cloud’ was first used directly in the ‘Internet’s Confederation Approach’ in the paper “The Self-Governing Internet: Coordination by Design” (1996) by Sharon 
Eisner Gillet, research affiliate from MIT’s Sloan School of Management, and Mitchell Kapor an Adjunct Professor of Media Arts and Sciences; the paper written, a joint project for a workshop at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. The paper details the “technical and cultural coordination mechanisms used to achieve interoperability, and discussed their organizational affordances - the broadly decentralized decision making that gives 99 percent of the Internet its characteristic openness, diversity, and bottom-up dynamism […] put into context the major controversies surrounding the remaining one percent of Internet coordination having 
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to do with the allocation of IPv4 address space and assignment of domain names.” While the text opens the relationship of the Internet to the other services afforded and possible within computing as a utility, it does not make it explicit, as the previous established discourse on time-sharing of the 1960s. The appearance of the term ‘Cloud’ never appears within the paper as a fully developed technical or social concept, it only exists within the representation in the diagram that connects “operating network” and the “receiving network” for the internet as a system. The merger of the term Cloud inserts itself as post-normal science, grafting a pre-established and 
accepted symbolic notation - from another system to stand in and fill space the speculatively, into the modus operandi of managerial system through the administration of the internet. 169.  Ulrich Beck, “Introduction: Staging Global Risk,” World at Risk (Polity, 2009). 170.  Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, (Sage Publications, 1992), p. 21For Beck’s notion of ‘modernization’ within this statement, refer to pg. 50. 171. Peter Miller, “Governing by Numbers”, Social Research, Vol. 68 (Summer 2001), p. 392. 172.  Anthony Giddens distinguishes between external risk, prevented tradition or nature 
(harvest, floods, epidemics, famine, etc.) and manufactured risk, the dominant forms of risk. Anthony Giddens, On the Edge, Living with Global Capitalism (Vintage, 2000). 173.  Frank Füredi, The Culture of Fear Revisited: Risk-taking the Morality of Low Expectations (Continuum, 2006), p. 33174.  For additional information on Eucalyptus, refer to http://www.eucalyptus.com/about/storyhttp://vgrads.rice.edu, 175.  Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI) launched by President George W. Bush in National Security Presidential Directive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23 (NSPD-54/ HSPD-23) in January 2008. Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI) by President Obama in May 2009 Computer Network Security & Privacy Protection, Department of Homeland Security, on February 19th, 2010Jan 6th , 2011 Utah National Security Center Data Center opens. (Camp Williams) 
The Cybersecurity Act of 2012, was a measure by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to facilitate the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI).  Data Center Optimization Act, US House of Representatives, 628- 112th,  (August 2nd, 2011) Sponsor: Gerald Connoly (D-VA11).176. Fredrick Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Duke University Press, 1991), p. 144.177.  Steven Levy, “Google Throws its Doors Open to Its top secret Data Center”, Wired 
Magazine, (Oct. 17th, 2012). The other large reports that this visit to Google’s facility yielded include:“Behind the Cloud: A tour of Google’s secretive data facilities,” CBS (October 17th, 2012)Jordan Teicher, “The Brain of the Beast: Google Reveals the Computer behind the Cloud”, National 
Public Radio, (October 17th, 2012). 178.  Steven Levy, “Google Throws its Doors Open to Its top secret Data Center”, Wired 
Magazine, (Oct. 17th, 2012).179. Stephanie Mlot, “Explore Google’s Private Data Center on Street View”, PCMagazine, (Oct, 17th, 2012). For additional information refer to http://www.google.com/about/data centers/
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180.  Note that two market research firms, Gartner and Forrester, provide detailed analysis 
of the technology sector, specifically in regards to Cloud computing. Below is a select group of resources for statistical analysis of the cloud computing market. Jackie Fenn and Mark Raskino, Gartner, “Understanding Hype Cycles, 2012”,  (June, 28th, 2012).Gartner, “Hype Cycle for Cloud Security (2011). 
David Mitchell Smith, Yefim V. Natis, Gregor Petri, Thomas J. Bittman, Eric Knipp,Paolo Malinverno, Joseph Feiman, Gartner, “Predicts 2012, Cloud Commuting is becoming a Reality, (Dec. 8th, 2011).Joe Skorupa, Federico De Silva, April Adams, Roger W. Cox, Alan Dayley, Eric Knipp, Lydia Leong, Neil MacDonald, Naveen Mishra, Adrian O’Connell, Christine Tenneson, Evan Zeng, Gartner, “Future of the Data Center Market: Four Scenarios for Future Planning”  (August 1st, 2011). Stefan Ried and Holger Kisker, Forrester, “Sizing the Cloud” (April 21, 2011). Stefan Ried, Holger Kisker, Pascal Matzke, Forrester, “The Evolution of Computing Markets” (April 21, 2011).181.  Jackie Fenn and Mark Raskino, Gartner, “Understanding Hype Cycles, 2012”,  (June, 28th, 2012)182.  NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture, National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, (NIST) Special Publications 500-292, US Department of Commerce. (September, 2011). Fang Liu, Jin Tong, Jian Mao, Robert Bohn, John Messina, Lee Badger, Dawn Leaf. Note, previous NIST reference manual was completed in 2006. 183.  Reyner Banham, “The Great Gizmo”, Design by Choice, (Rizzoli, 1981), pp. 108-114. 
Essay was first published in Industrial Design, vol. 12 (Sept., 1965), pp. 48-49. For additional 
reference on the influential precursor to this essay, refer to “A Clip-on Architecture,” Design Quarterly, no. 63. (1965). A subsequent recent essay by Timothy Hyde, “Turning the Black Box into a Great Gizmo,” Thresholds 38: Future (MIT, 2011). This essay is a historiographical return to Banham’s argument, a repositioning of it to describe the potential of theses to operate as Great Gizmos. 
184.  A few Cloud services specifically geared to architects have been developed in 2001. Most importantly: Submittal Exchange - allows for correspondence tracking, and construction communications applications tools;  Greengrade - a LEED administrative tool, aides in tracking 
tasks and documentation fo LEED certification; New Forma - manage project data and communications, internally and externally, manage project budgets and accounting; AIA contract-
docs - moves all the current resources to the Cloud; Buzzsaw, from Autodesk - a companion to BIM software, similar to Newforma allows for project budget and internal and external communications to be tracked.  For additional information refer to Jennifer Pullinger, “New Web-based and cloud-based tools 
strip away some of the obstacles from running an efficient office” Architect Magazine (Nov., 2011), p. 26. 184. Reyner Banham, “The Great Gizmo”, Design by Choice, (Rizzoli, 1981), pp. 110. 185.  William Mitchell, E-topia (MIt Pess, 199), p. 21. 186.  Mark Weiser, 1985187.  Intel Corporation, “The Computing Continuum Conference” March 2000. www.intel.com/intel/cccon/.188.  A reference to text by Marshal Berman, All that is Solid Melts into Air, (Verso, 1983). 
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Here 189.  Recent bouts of nostalgia for small mechanical gizmos have become increasingly popular, 2008-now, because it confronts this condition. The ways in which all technologies are becoming tethered to the Cloud, has placed pressure for a more intimate relationship with the objects around us. On one side it has placed pressure on interface design to become a prime site for experience with information. A reaction to this has been placed on the creation of a nostalgic relation to mechanical objects,  further highlighting their aesthetics, to obfuscate or distance the  digital technologies of information within. 
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